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Man released
after shooting
in restaurant
By Martin Cheek
and Sallie Mattison
Daily staff writers
The man who shot at his daughter’s boyfriend, an SJSU student.
was released on bail k’s’. than 12
hours after the incident tisik place
Tuesday
Titan I ii
I ii tic. vi I ii .e’ ii’.
Mai’s I dimly Restaurant on Fast
Santa Chita Street via, booked tor
assault vi oh a deadly weapon. and
released alter posting hail at 1 a in
Wednesday . a,cording to San Jow
police oft wet \ Luffy Warner.
Truong yy as seen working at his
restaurant Wednesday
Truong allegedly shot ii Quang
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Dao during a family quarrel. Truong
disapproy es of his daughter’s
relationship with Dao, the daughter
said Tuesday. The young woman.
Thu Truong, is also an SJSU student.
The bullet missed Duo and no one
was injured, police said.
Warner said Dan was not arrested
for assault, as earlier reports indicated. He said Dan acted in self-de tense when he struck Truong’s wife
with his fist and kicked Truong in
the chest.
It was then that Truong allegedly
shot at Dao, shattering the restaurant’s glass door.
According to SJSU student Diane

Larry Strong

1,,

staff photi,

Police and passers-by gather outside Nlai’s Family Restaurant on East Santa Clara Street alter the shooting Tuesday
Beckner, who was outside the restaurant during the shooting. Dao
soon ran out of the restaurant.
Beckner told the Daily Tuesday
that she ran next door to the Cali
Bakery. where she asked an employee to call the police.
Truong then ran into the bakery,
chased by two ’omen. she said.

-He was holding two wine bottles." Beckner said. "These two
tt omen were trying to rip his shirt
Thu Truong followed Dan and the
iii it ieportedly argued about whether
she should lease w ith him. A passerby intervened and took the wine bottles away.

Truong surrendeted to police outside the restaurant at ; 45 p iii
The Daily reported on Wednesday
that Dan had been identit led only as
Quong. The papet leatned his hill
name Wednesilav
Some Sillst students tcited to the
incident \Nednesdas his favoring
hand emu, esti it lions

-What art.. pistols tot 1" asked
Alictritel Natilito. glavIttate student
in litglishi ’ ’Just to shoot things ;gild
111 slit Nit petmle
.-.1
I’m a person s et y !midi
to them.- said ’Fetes:I S lee
Miff maturing in liberal art,
ally . I ,Ion’t think anyone
in.% it a IiiimIguti

Culture clashes

series on campus
Vietnamese students MTV starts concert
adopt Western values
By I .orraine Morgan
Daily staff writer
Love and relationships can some
times lead to conflict for the young
Vietnamese iii v.mer it. ill silt. icR
A shooting incident at Mat’s him
ily Restaurant on Tuesday resulted
from the parents disapproyal it
their daughter’s relationship vi ith
Vietnamese man, according to San
Jose Police
Tri Lee. president of SJSt !’s k’ietnamese Students Association. said
that many Vietnamese students ad
just to American life in a way that
conflicts with their parents’ traditional hellos.
"Vietnamese parents are usually
MOO... said I cc. a graphics design
TI litre 18 oi heloy,.. you
maim
are t onsidered too young to date.
When you are old enough to date,
your parents then expect to meet and
approve of who you decide to go out
with."
The parents often insist their children date only people of the same religion. with good educational and
family backgrounds.
But many Vietnamese Americans. acclimated to the I ’rated
States, pick their own criteria for
choosing mates.
"Here in the United States. Vietnamese women are equal and not
seen only as mothers and \Oyes."
said Thu Nguyen. a tumor majoring
in business st ho left Vietnam in
198
"Young people here adapt to the
1.1.S siiciety and some don’t care

1 fy kc, left Mt lesas to Longue’ the hal tint Om,
By Sean NIulcaster
an o,,asional nip on
in 1976
Daily staff writer
Things changed considerably fur ()mar and
Omar and the Howlers. a hand \s tilt southern
-on; is altotti the decimated *Ievas oil ii
blues -rock loots. will perfoon a tree Loncert in the his Howlers after Dykes swore off drinking :tad (lush!.
drugs.
C’olumbia
Records
signed
the
hand
in
Student I ’mon balhooin tonight.
"
111110
Is italic of a siiv tal statement
The shim kicks ill 511. \". "New Music Na- 1986.
:Mout vs liat’s going on in the oil miligais
1)y ke’
"I definitely had a problem vs ith drugs ;Ind al said "It felleds on him the times are tor people 1
tional College Tina...
Presented by the Associated Students Program cohol, Dykes said. -I via. ,a the point \Olen: I know in die business ’
Board, the concert starts at 9 p.m. with The foot- couldn’t handle the resptunsi hi I
lust as I)ykes. 15, likes to stick to hInes-intL.
"When we got on v, ith CBS, out sound his lendei Stratotaster is a maned:is hecausc.
ers opening the show.
As part of the it . the Square Roots will per- changed a little bit." Dykes said "Our sound has, ’ it ’s the only guitar that can stand up to the heat
evolved and grown a little in Lie list tea sears he mg I else it. form a free concert at the \ niphitheater at noon.
Omar Dykes. a yeteian ot the Texas It msiana cause we’re a five -piece group now."
1)S kes yy as 1;mused on The Beatles and the lint
Originally, the band had three members
blues circuit. tits the classic mold it
blues
ASIoll lit the ’rills His ti toot -7. 210-potitid
isli
of
Pride."
the
second
CBS
album
trout
"Wall
mcker. It has been his style since he started playframe
vi ii carries a throaty voice that draws compariOmar and the Howlers. is
ing guitar at age 13 in MeCornb.
to
John Fogelly
sons
( !CAI :\
The city is also as the home of blues legend Dykes’ does most of Me song vs riling to; the
band.
Bo Diddley.
Thu Nguyen,
"Haiti I anes" could have minimal/0d
’Things has en’t changed Much doss n there,’’
The single "Hard Times in the I and ot 1/v k es. It hi’ heir ire his c,tl cci bleak Vs 1111 CHS
business student
Dykes said it his hometown. "They ,till have Plenty." was the band’s first nattonal slls’s’es, iii
llie song is
l’1"1111P 1110 1.11111 91
their problems
1957 It resulted from 20 years ot trav
%slim [heir patents want," she said.
!Spiv en said that in Vietnam, it’s
taboo to sit close together or even
hold hands. Society views any kind
of physical contact to be improper.
A Ian nigh a recent movement in
Vietnam has tried to change this atti.1
itCp.111111C111 .1111 iii
By Dan Turner
tude, it still remains prevalent, she Daily staff writer
niatetial they needed
said.
Flie poled tivol tot this categiiii
A new type of y ideows, that
"The older generation is still very could become a maim teaching tool
/anon ii is the v impute! In 195s.
conservati e." said Gia Ha, a junior was recently completed by Kathleen
Cohen
teceisevl S45.imiti in lotto v
lit icallv templed in takc it in
the dist
for each intaec
111
majoring iii creative arts and vice Cohen of the art history department.
on the hist day of class, run it it reg- computer scteen lists mt wiritioi, funds to put esety
president it the Vietnamese Students
s1(11:11111,C tOrtit
The **Art and Ck ih/ation- disc is ular speed and then ask, ’Any ques- stich as title. artist mild pcood
Association
To lianslet the images onto the
l.vent flails Cohen liottes 1,i add
a futuristic film stop that contains tions’." Cohen said
’In America. the young people over 15010 images Si and al
Using the computer index, a tlestr whims and t tint isms ot each disc. photogtapher Rontaltlo I 1,pe/
don’t care. and Mete is conflict.’’ Ha chitecture from a satiety of penis’s y iewer can conduct a search for any- SSIIIk to (ht. ilat,Mase Already . Mete of the 111,41110101141 Re,01.11Ct!
said. "I remember an incident in San and cultures. including ancient subject, title or artist. The index is ate audio tap..., that soFICspfillti %%1111 hush had iii 111.1Ise film strm it the
vs inks lilt’ piiiieo rook
Jose. about two or Once years ago, Greece, medics al China and modern further broken down into country of sit ii AIN
ot the dii,c to Phi
when a young man killed himself America. are indexed and catego- origin, period and medium.
mote than 1.250 ft.el ot dm
thiuiit
side
111101 111:111011
III(11% 11111AI
titok 11100\01 It month to latish
and his girlfriend since her parents rized on the disc.
"It’s a whole new concept tit 1111,11NS
didn’t approve. It does happen.
I opt./ said
had to is ilk
At regular speed. the imaees blur hyper-media. in which esery thing is
st
tilli,ithe it
%%
hen
no one else is as ;noun,’ in
by at a rate of 30 per second. The linked to everything else." Cohen
Still, some young Vietnamese try
town
ottle;
to
use
It
the
tlaik
disc player, thought, hooks up to a said. "There is no end to the number ceivet1 a grant .0 iiev
1 ca1 p a slide OW
to respect their parents’ vs !she,. Ha
115 Withal. ;.iittl holIng 1,,
said. Education is a priority in their L,imputer with which the user can of links one can put in. We’re al- leclitm of iii,t Id vs 5Ie images.
,iintrol the speed of play or stop the ways thinking of new things that
siert, to be categori/ed
The
/)/Sc
See VALVES, back page
dim: at a pal ticular work.
Mat tea, tic, III 1111.. .11/
by subie
would he fun to add. -

’Young people here
adapt to the U.S.
society and some
don’t care what
their parents want.’

New teaching device records art history on disc
Professor puts together 15,000 images

New space telescope
brings stars into focus

Blonde on blond

Caeit Walton - Daily staff photographer
Sleeping III) 5.151. benches is technically illegal. This doesn’t seem to
bother freshmen ’Mike Grifall and Jennifer Cogswell. The couple

afternoon to cuddle up for a quick
takes advantage of a calm ant
t alit before
nap on a bench near the I’

By Martin Cheek
Daily staff writer
A new space telescope %sill pm
vide a much clearer 5 iew of the unit
verse, ilet:Ordillg itt N \ SA asnonaut
Bruce McCandless
Thlimeli the telescope. McCand
less said. ;in aslionatit could "see
200 times mote slats than on Earth’
without them tyy
The Hubble Sim, e I elescope can
is be
offer a betti.’l slei\ 01
cause N AS S ii II 1.11111iI it,li,11 it
. It 550111
ment into spa,.
ttit.
kJ/S(0111011s
Stiffer
Earth’s at mospho
*The ,timosphete ahsor Ins all but a
small amount it elct nomagnetic mu
1 his
diation.- McCandless said
limits what telescopes till the Planet
can observe of the
McCandless spoke to the 5.151’
Space Reseaich and Deteliminent
Organization during a (linnet at Slot
lett Held a %seek ago.
SIM is a student meow/alum
that pros ides hands on type mum-mimi ii
space experimentation using N ASA
programs.
NASA originally planned to
launch the telescitpe in the fall ill
1986 But alter the Challenger ex
plotted. the protect was put on hold.
McCandless said

Hie space agency also plans to
send other telescopes into ot hit lo
eathet data ;thou! the
(11142
11:1111111:1 and infrared radiation
-The space telescope is pati ot
something NASA calls the great oh
seu s.itory program... he said.
NleCandless said the telescope
will survey an area several huntlred
times larger than Faith -hound tele
scopes cati.
The telescope is also expected to
see planets, comets and asteroids
vs ith much greater detail, he said
The telescope is ;Mout the sue of a
’ railroad boviat
McCandless
said Its ahout -1.1 feet long and
feet m diametet and vs clefts mote
than 25.00Bpounds
AlcL’andless said the telescope is
designed to stas m orbit tot 15 to ‘11
sears
flu. is a pas load that has hteit
designed n.01111111: beginning Ii um stip
pint by the shuttle... he said
It a pout in the telescope breaks.
S. tt \ plans lu send an ,Itrollatif it
:1,1111111C lo lepait it
N 55 5 iv ill also use the shuttle to
pet lothm allv hi ng the telescope to a
Mello orhil. he said Othits tlecat
it’, cr i mite becituse the Itifith’
When: slutis s thus ii s.110111IVS and
other objects at high altitudes
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Letters to the Editor
Spikers send supporters thanks
Editor,
The members of the SJSI \ olleyball team would
like to acknowledge and thank our fans. You’ve been
terrific! Even though you are small in number the support and enthusiasm has been great. Never before have
we had such a support’s. e ,iowd. We also appreciate how
YOU stay with us throughout the matches and keep
cheering all the way to the end.
All of you who have attended have made it that much
more enjoyable for us to play. We appreciate and need
ou this weekend
your support and we hope to see an
when we take on Cal Poly and Santa I ,11hara.
Mc S.’.
olleyhall Team

We can be what they want
Mike Lewis was right about the difficulties that men

have in becoming what women want. In his column in
the Sept. 22 edition of the Spartan 11.111% he 55 rote about
the confusion men have with being tough. gentle, quiet,
and compassionate.
I agree it is tough. And yet, we should step back and
realize that there are definite time and place for each of
these qualities to show through. Yes. it is good for us to
make women laugh. Perhaps even we should go futher
and make everyone laugh. Comedy can he one of the
best medicines for the human body.
However. if you see a friend walking alone, head
down and eyes red from crying. they usually don’t need
a joke. Usually a caring embrace and someone to listen
to is just what is needed.
We all have the strong, sensitive, loud and quiet in
us. Let’s use all ot them at the times when they are necessary. Even if the ladies don’t appreciate that pan of us.
they are still worth our efforts aren’t they
Chuck Holler
Junior
( ’inniminication

Noisy support helped team
Editor,
1 am writing this letter in regards to the letter "Behavior upsetting’. written by Gary J. Mansell which appeared in the Tuesday edition of the Spartan I )aily .
I have played soccer for 10 years on the city and high
school level. Fan support has always been beneficial to
me as well as the teams I have played on. It gives the athlete the little extra push to be successful.
I attended both Friday and Saturday evening games.
The same fans referred to in the letter were at both
games. On Friday. when SJSU lost the first two sets and
was on the verge of losing the match, that group of fans
helped bring the team back to the exentual victory. On
Saturday much of the same beneficial support was displayed and brought forth another cichiry .
If Gary has any problems show ing school pride vocally. maybe he should attend a chess match.
Erick Freligh
Freshman
%larketing

Open Invitation
The Spartan Daily would like to extend an invitation to our on campus readers.
A bi-monthly feature on the Forum
page this semester "Campus Voice" will
be your opportunity to speak out in the
Daily on issues concerning the campus
community.
Columns should be typed. double
spaced and approximately 2-3 pages long.
Submissions must include author’s
name, major or occupation. address and
phone number.
Columns can he on any topic. However. personal attacks and columns in poor
taste will not be published. All columns
will be edited for length or libel.
Submit columns to the Daily office in
Dwight Bente’ Hall.

Forum Policy
The Spartan Daily would like to hear
our readers.
from you
Your ideas, comments, criticisms and
suggestions are encouraged. By listening
to our readers we can better serve the campus community.
.etters must bear the writer’s name.
major. phone number and class level.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on
the second floor of Dwight Bentel Hall or
to the Student Union inlOrmation desk.

Launch is another ’small step’
I really wasn’t listening to the
soft-spoken radio newscaster on that
January morning almost three years
ago.
It was the first day of my news writing class and I felt excited to
start leaming about my chosen career. I sat down in a chair beside a
young woman who smiled at me. I
noticed tears in her eyes.
The dozen or so students in the
room listened quietly to the special
news bulletin. I also focused my attention on the report.
"Once again.- the newscaster
said, "the Space Shuttle Challenger
blew up on take -off 15 minutes
ago."
"What!" I whispered hoarsely. I
remembered watching the seven men
and women boarding the shuttle on
the TV news that morning. The accident couldn’t have happened. It
seemed too unreal to believe.
The tragedy paralyzed the American space program for almost three
years. We, the people. who had
taken "one giant step for mankind
more than 15 years befOre, were
stunned by the accident.
During the next three years we
watched the Soviet Union and Western Europe excel’ in their launches.
All we seemed to do was send up
rockets and watch them malfunction
on take -off.
But today, if all goes well. the
Space Shuttle Discovery should
allow Americans to once again climb
towards the stars. As a nation, we
sometimes fall, but rarely fail to pick
ourselves up.
That seems to be the story of all
human
exploration.
Hardships
come, lives are often lost, but something in the human spirit keeps us
going. We continue to reach out far-

Martin Cheek

One project is to
visit our closest
planetary neighbor,
Mars. The red
planet has always
stimulated the

imagination.
ther.
Without that spirit. Columbus and
his crew would never have braved
the unknown perils of the ocean to
discover a new world. And w MI that
same spirit, the cress s it spiICeef a.r ts
in the not -too -distant future will
probably brave the itcean of the cosmos to establish colonies on the
Moon and Mat s
The adventure continues: Humanity is beginning to lcase its earthly
cradle to e vpkne the hea% ens.
NASA is planning exciting and ambitious projects.
One project is to visit our closest
planetary neighbor. Mars. The red

planet has always stimulated the
from the ancient
imagination.
Greeks to Edgar Rice Burrough’s
fantasy novels.
The project would be costly and
daring. The spacecrafts designed for
it would have to be complex enough
tit sustain a crew of eight on a 14moitth voyage to the planet and
back. If all goes as planned (which
seldom happens with space exploration), the journey might begin about
the year 2006.
A second project might be a colwhat U.S.
ony on the Moon
Ne\%. and World Report called "a
I wit oasis.- The Moon could make
;in excellent laboratory for humanity
to get its space legs. A lunar base
would allow us to learn how to t I ve
in extra-terrestrial conditions. It
could eventually serve as a base to
establish colonies on other planets.
Perhaps someday, the nations of
Farth could unite to establish colonies on the Moon and Mars. All
iuiutries would have an opportunity
to contribute to humanity’s greatest
.111% enture. This could go far in eliminating the suspicion and fear that
has plagued the people of Earth for
too many years.
Some people say that the development of space is a waste of time.
It’s too costly, dangerous and uncertain. The benefits aren’t tangible
enough.
People said the same thing about
Columbus and Magellan five centui ies ago, but their voyages yielded a
treasure chest of material and cultural wealth.
Humanity should never stop
reaching into the unknown. The astronauts who gave their lives in the
Challenger accident would have
wanted us to continue the adventure.

Marriage. The word strikes fear in some
hearts andromantic, mushy thoughts in
others. None of this, however, applies
to a wedding performed in Reno.
I attended my first Reno wedding a week
ago and found it to be so fake it was funny.
Anyone who would marry there and consider it
a "ceremony to be remembered," as one
chapel advertises, has to be crazy.
I was excited when first told of the
wedding because my own parents married in
Reno. I was interested in watching how it
might be different from the traditional church
ceremony or a marriage in front of a judge.
Different was an understatement.
The chapel promised limousine service to
and from the chapel. We were at Harrah’s
gambling and were excited to hear this, at least
until we saw this limousine.
It turned out to be a large Cadillac (like the
ones used to escort the widow in a funeral) that
was an ugly sea-green color. A limousine it
wasn’t. I’m not really sure what it would be
classified as. maybe a boat.
When the door of this monstrosity opened,
a young guy with a light-blue dress shirt open
to his bellybutton and a white T-shirt on
climbed out. His hair looked tossled as if he
had just rolled out of bed. He began by
clumsily asking how the couple was. Then he
opened his door first. forgetting to open the
other doors for us.
Inside the car, the most prominent object
was a sign proclaiming the driver does not
receive wages, but works on tips only. That’s
romantic for a wedding limousine.
After getting everybody situated in the car,
the driver asked what direction we wanted to
go. Well, we were all kind of hoping he’d
know. Tips only, huh? I think we all just
figured out why.
The drive to the courthouse to get the
marriage license was an adventure. The driver
ran at least two people off the road and scared
dozens of others. When we pulled up in front
of the courthouse. I asked what hours it was
open.
"Oh, it’s open about 7:30 a.m, until
midnight. ma’am. They try to keep it open as
many hours as possible so that everybody that
wants to get married can," he replied.
Oh, right. I forgot that hundreds of
weddings take place here every weekend, as
do hundreds of divorces. But what other
courthouse in the country do you know of that
stays open these hours?
When we finally arrived at the chapel. I
at first thought we had stopped at a
souvenir shop. It was exactly like that
in appearance inside and out. Lots of cheap art
that only !poked good when compared to the
cheap chairs, wood paneling and carpet.
A big guy, smelling of yesterday’s sweat,
put a handshake on the bridegroom, while
refering to the bride as "the little woman" he
was going to marry.
Talk about down-home kindness.
His desk had polariods. as did the walls, of
people who were married in the chapel. Most
of the couples looked drunk, shocked, or just
plain dumb. None looked like they really knew
what they were doing or what kind of impact it
would have on them from that day forward. I
don’t think they much cared.
On one wall was a certificate claiming the
marriage they were about to go through was
fake and the certificate they would get was null
and void. In big red letters below this was a
sign saying to disregard any notice you
received resembling this. What a comfort.
The big, burly guy came out with a couple
of bouquets of flowers. Then he set up the
video camera which would tape the ceremony.
The crowd of six people filed into the little
chapel area and afterwards, in came the
preacher. What a sight. tie had a closely
trimmed beard and was wearing a polyester
suit that would make even your grandfather
cringe. There were four inches between the
bottom of his pants and the tops of his shoes,
and his voice carried the same accent as a
televangelist.
He turned on the music machine inside the
pulpit. I don’t know if you’ve ever heard
"Hear Comes the Bride" at fast forward, but
believe me. you don’t want to.
After the father of the bride hauled in the
sucker. I mean bride, the preacher began his
speel.
"Marriage is not a thing to he entered into
lightly."
That was it. The bride and bride-groom
both started laughing and we were all just in
tears belbre the 10-minute ceremony was
complete.
After they were pronounced man and wife,
everyone meandered the It) feet to the lobbv
again. The big, burly guy handed them a
couple of bumper stickers that read "Just
married in Reno" along with some coupons
for gambling.
The Cadillac. I mean limousine, rettinteds
us to Ilarrah’s for more fun and frolic in the
Biggest Little City in the World.
Marriage. In Reno. It takes on a whole
different meaning
none at all
Kathy White is the News Editor. She is
currently searching for a bridegroom. Two
tickets to Reno included.
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Talking Heads

il, ndur
dads
for SJSII student, faculty and stuff
organkations. Items may be submitted on forms in the Daily office.
Dwight lienfrl Hull Room 208, but
Eli!! not be accepted over the phone.
Deadline for the nest day’s publication is noon.
is a

Where’s your favorite relaxation spot on campus?

It 10 Al

Christy Medellin, Sophomore,
Art: "Out on the grass right where I
am by Clark 1.ibrary). It’s really
nice and I can watch people go by.
When I’m not in class I enjoy sitting
out here doing nothing.

Peter Fessler, Junior, Advertising: "Sitting around under a tree is
really nice. It’s a lot better than sitting in a boring, stuffy old library.
Sitting under a tree gises me a little
more freedom."

GALA: Barbecue. 4:30 p.m., Seventh and San Carlos streets. For information call 295-9877.
Chi Epsilon: Meeting. 12:30 p.m..
Engineering Building Room 9248747.
Physics Department: Speaker. Karanneet Arya. "Photon Localiiation
in a Random Media," 1:30 p.m..
Science Building Room 258. For information call 924-5261.
Christian Science College Organitat’ : Meeting. 3:30 p.m . S U.
Montalso Room.
Chicano I.ihrary Resource (’enter: SCI11111:11. I )1-. Jos,’ f ..11 la, I ),
"Why aren’t Hispanics 2,,ing on to
college’?" Wahlsitust 1 ibiars North.
For information all 924 2707 or
924-2815.
Fencing Club: Meeting, 8 p.m..
Spartan Complex Room 89. For information call 286-1995
Career Manning and Placement:
Information session, noon. S.U. Almaden Room. For information call
924-601(1.
African American Students in
Mass Communications: Meeting
and guest speaker. 7 p.m.. Associated Students Council Chambers.
For information call 292-9805.
Associated
Students
Program

ohs lessons, 3 p ni . South dinpus
Tennis Courts. For information call
293-2451
Poetry reading. 2:30 p
Faculty ()t fice, Rtiom 104 For III
form:Mint Lail 867-4327
Career Planning and Placement:
Videotaped
practise
utter S ev.s.
12:30 p.m., Instructional RC’, ,once
Center Room 306. For information
call 924-6033.
University Theatre: -The Importance of Being I..arnest.’ 6:30 p.m.,
Amnesty International: Meeting. University ’Theatre. For information
730 p.m., S 1’. Pacheco Rimini. For call 92.1 4655
information call 924-7931.
SATURDAY
Alpha Phi Omega: Pledge initiation, 7 p.m., Spartan Memorial. For
Santa Clara County
g Demo’lamination call 866-0204.
featuring
Kt:septum
crats:
sons
daughters
of
elected
officials.
2
Alpha Eta Rho: New Memberships.
p.m..
223
Peter
Drive.
For
informa7:30 p.m.. Aviation Department
Room 109. For information call 286- tion call 724 9416.
3161.
Beta Alpha l’si: Price Waterhouse
Ski Club: Movie night, 7:30 p.m., sports day 10 a.m.. John D. MorPark, Campbell.
gan
Third Floor of Student Union. For
information call 288-9880.
I.utheran
(’ampus
Ministry:
Worship. 10 p.m., Campus Ministry
Karate Club: Practice. 7 p.m.,
10th
St.
For inforSouth
Spartan Complex Room 89. For ifor- Center. 300
mation call 298-0204.
mation call 559-0144.
Premedical Club: Meetiti. 1:30 Catholic Newman Community:
Mass. 6:30 p.m. and 8 p.m.. Cam
p.m.. Duncan Hall Room 345 For
pus Ministry Center, 300 South loth
information call 978-5197.
St. For information call 298-0204
Board: Omar and the How lers, 9
S. U. Ballroom. For information call 924-6260.
A.S. Intercultural Steering Committee: Food lia/aar Mandatory
Sleeting. 4.30 p.m., S.U. Montalvo
Room. For information call 2923197
PRSSA: Meeting. "Film and video
in public relation.," 7 p.m.. John
XXIII Senior (duel. 195 East San
Fernando St. For information call
246-6723.

Vandals deface
Lennon’s star
on Walk of Fame
A
1.0S ANGFII s I AP
1...emion-,
sandal scarred Ji
newly installed she tin the Holt)
ssood Walk of Fame just days before its dedication, scraping away
part oh the pictograph of a record
and scrawling -I buried John’’ tin
the sidewalk.
The attack On the hornier
Beatles star on Vine Street in
front of the Capitol Reciirds
building was noticed ’Tuesday by
a guard at the building.
The Holly wood Chamber of
Commerce, which runs the sidewalk stars program. said a new
star Vs twit’ be in place in time tin
Friday’s dedis anon s eremony
Lennons widow Yoko Ono, is
scheduled to attend.
’It’s not that big of a deal.’’
said Anna Martine/ oh the Chamber ot L’ommerce Walk of Fame
Committee

FRIDAY
Hoover Hall: I.uau dance, 9 p.m..
Hoover Hall. For information call
924-8381.
C’ampus Crusade for Christ:
Prayer night, 7 p.m., 33 South Ninth
St. For inhinnation call 294-4249.
Spartan Tennis Club: Weekly ten -

25 i!

Get your
FAX straight
at Kinko’s

Glass of
Michelob draft .

ith the purchase of any sal,:

OUR WIDE SELECTION OF
SANDWICHES INCLUDE
CLUB
TURKEY _
CHICKEN SALAD
TUNA
ROAST BEEF
AND 10 MORE’

Er,

thy lax. send cupics acn,
ilii ,(xintry or ;mind the world

KEN’S HUBB BARBER SHOP

instanth’

kinkoss

"Rock ’n Roll Barbers"
Mike Simmons, Soplu 44444
Criminal Justice: "In front of the
1,mon because you can sit down and
relax and have fun. It’s a mellow
spot. I can go relax when I’m
stressed out from school. I can go
read a book and do anything out
there.

FRI 9 AM - 6PM SAT 8AM - 4 PM

TUES.

310S. THIRD ST. 295-4336
OPEN G DAY

318 South 10th Street, San Jose 279 9955
(Next to Robert’s Book Store)

1) E. San Carlos 947-133
New Hours
Fri -Sat until 11 PM
Sunday 10-6
LW’ith this coupon & SJS11 III

1

10 % off Nexxus Products

THE

1

SQUARE

COME TASTE THE

WINCHESTER SAMPLER SET

Winchester Beers are made right here on the premises from the finest
hops and malts available to ensure the freshness and fine taste.

ROOTS
FREE PERFORMANCE

I.e
senior, Graphic Design:
he Student Union bow ling area.
It’s a lot of fun. In there you can see
a lot of people. You can play ping
pong or pool."

September 29 at Noon
in the Student Union Ampitheatre
"Red Amber"

"Pale Ale"
*
c

t
_t.14

’me NA., Reams. Autl root,

"Special Porter"

10% Off with this ad
820 S. Winchester Blvd., S.J.
between Moorepark &Williams
(408) 243-7561
Open Daily Ilam - 12 midnight

PATTY HEARST

Attempted rape: On Saturday .
Sept. 24 at approximately 1:45
a.m., a woman was assaulted between Allen and Markham Halls
on the 9th st. side. The perpetra
tor ran away after attempting to
tear the victim’s clothes. He is
described as a Hispanic male between 20 and 25. 5 feet 6 inches
tall, ISO pounds, with black hair
UN) is looking for witnesses ti,
the attack or anyone with infor
motion about suspicious persons
in the area at the time.
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ONE WEEK ONLY!

FINAL DAYS!

TOON IN TO THE CAMERA ONE?

66* * * *
MAGNIFICENT ...
A unique, moving
homage to Van Gogh."

****
The

World’s

Peter Stack
S F CHRONICLE

ALL NEW ALL PREMIERES!
The 21,1 International Tournee of

ANIMATION
1988
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Nutrition Counselor/
Student Assistant

STAFF
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News Id
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Kathy While
Kara Myers
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Student Health Service is seeking
a Senior or Graduate Student in
Nutritional Science or Health Education
for a part-time position to provide
nutritional counseling to patients.
Apply by OCTOBER

UPCOMING EVENTS:
OCT 8. 15. 22, 8 23 -OKTOBERPFST

FOLK DANCING

ONTOBERFEST FOOD

fiji)oclitiurg Von
111

LIVE EUROPEAN

14p-; ’

BAND .

manta.

261 N. Second St., San Jose
For more information, call (408) 295-4484

111

ITS AN ALL NEW

NEW ATMOSPHERE

NEW

MANAGEMENT

Student Body
Thursday
ANY DRINK $1.00
WITH STUDENT

7, 1988.
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OFFER EXPIRES 5 15 89
1 coupon per person

?

Jody Sion,. S 0 CHRONICIF

Best’

Behind the Iran Contra Scandal
ONE WEEK ONLY! STARTS FRIDAY!

Spartan Daily
Serving the San Jose State
University Community
Since 1934
(UCPS 509-480)
tIn

Present this coupon
& receive one FREE
glass of German Beer or wine
with purchase of meal.

TwiLite Shows Daily

Drunk -driving arrest: A man
was arrested at 4th and San Antonio streets on Friday, Sept. 23. at
11:30 p.m, for driving while in
toxicated.

\i/

OKTOBERFEST SPIRITS

Crime watch
Assault and battery: A female
juvenile was assaulted. Saturday.
Sept. 17, at approximately 2 a.m.
in front of Moulder Hall. Four
black males believed to be SJSU
students approached the girl.
talked to her and two of the males
assaulted her. The group left the
scene soon afterwards. Officers
searched the area but found no
one fitting the victim’s description.
Drug-related arrest: The University Police Ikpanment in
coordination with SJPD made a
drug -related arrest in the old
Frontier Village area Thursday.
Sept. 22. Small amounts of marijuana and drug paraphanalia were
confiscated.

Wej

Sponsored by A.S.P.11

I kin Iterine John Hnbinson
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ISave Stanton
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Dayed
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For more information contact
Cynthia at 924-6113
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l’Ireryl I /tuber I aura Sem k Deivid Ivan,

300 ORCHARD CITY DRIVE
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866-5666
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SJSU’s offensive line digs in Monster trucks threaten stadium
allowing Johnson to run free
By Darren Sabedra
Daily stall writer
After duce weeks. the play of
SJSU’s iii tensive line and running
back Johnny Johnson just wasn’t
clicking Die running game was inconsistent
Rut on 1 tinny Sahndal. In Seattle
against the Huh -ranked Washington
Huskies, it all came togethet
The offensive line opened huge
holes and Kilinson rushed lin 224
yards. ’The Spartans still lost the
game. hut the line play was Inspiring.
SOIlle ot the linemen said John
son’s pertormance rubbed Ott 011 the
offense
’Johnny said he’s hee 1 I hitting the
holes harder .. 51511 right guard Ara
Derderian said You lust want to
block harder A hen he puts forth that
evtra eltitri
SJSU left guard Joe Robinson.
who’s play ing for the injured Stark
Fred] ick . agreed.
"The guy ’s alyv:15 in practice,’’
he said
You want to block hard or
that gm. Hes .1 hard worker. He
really insintes y011 to work harder. Quark!, hai:k Ken I in/ said he no
Heed the impios emetic
he did a great lob against the
nut. ’’ 1 au/ said "The plm. iit
Johnm is an ekample of 110K well
our lute did
liettne meeting Washington. the
Spartans accumulated 328 yards on
the ground in three games. After the
s!iniest. the rushing yards leaped to
595
II practice makes perfect. the ol
fensive line has put in enough tune
to prose the :mom nue. It’s probably the most time-consuming area on
a football leant
"We’re doing pretty good,- Der
derian said "Somoitues the pass
blocking is oft. It takes practice to
get the inning down. ’
The Spartans. who allowed 14
sacks in their losses to Oregon State
and Hawaii. improved considerably
against Washington.
SJSU scored a seamin-high 3
points and the line y witted only three
sacks in the four -point loss to the
Huskies
-The!, played extremely well
(against Washington)." I tit/ said
lied the tc,r .11111 lose to
’
ity Rh*
t’Inittel

Johnny Johnson
spar nil, railbffi A
-The!,
allowed eq:ht sacks the
week before against Hawaii and only
three against w,tmil.4,,t, -r%0 ot
the three were III\ tank
"Kenny ’s like the 1’1.111 Tarkenton
ot the ’Mk,- Robinson i.aid "He’ll
go down. hut he’ll never say die He
goes down and you think he’s done.
hut he keeps coming bask
-I love blocking toi him Its kind
ot harLI. But were getting use to it. Del del at belies es it’s easier protecting a less inohile quartet hack
"It’s easier blocking tor a guy
55 ho stay s iii the pocket. because
iv lieu there’s pressure, he steps up ii
"When Ken
the pOl’k
.
he said
scrambles out. we’re lust
’,WIC
arlItInd Irn mg to protest 111111
tinleS We 100k otil of place. hui sic_ic

STUDENT DISCOUNT
Photo Conte.
Full Serve
Or
Self Serve Ty pir rg
Macintosh ll
Graphics & Word Processing
DOVE PRINT N’ COPY

EFE

17500 Monterey, Rd.
Morgan Hill

getting use to it.
The line was criticued for the
high sack total before the Washington game Hut the players came together when they had to.
"Before we went into the game
!against the Huskiest, we knew we
could do it if we shipped the penal Robinson said. "We lust
iieeded to calm down...
Penalties have been a problem for
the SJSU line this season. hut sometimes the opponents cause the miss lies
"Penalties are caused by us twilit:
of over aggress’ s c.
OVeran IOUS
Robinson said. ’fflut sometimes the
defense starts calling out our signals.
We just have to concentrate, especially when there’s a large crowd.
"When we concentrate, we
scored .11 points We just have to
signal out the noise, and signal in on
Kenm’s voice. The Spartans. winless in the last
four weeks, are looking forward to
Saturday’s game at California.
"Going into Cal. our confidence
level is high," Robinson said. "We
just have to stop the penalties. -

as vE

JOB (Temporary)
OPPORTUNITY
$6.00 per hour

"WE RENT FOR LESS"
CARS/TRUCKS/VANS

Students needed
to help with computer
registration
Easy to learn
1/2 hour orientation
from 7- 7:30

AUTORIOTTAL
Clean, quality rentals
Daily rates from $19.95
Visa/MC accepted but
not required
Unlimited mileage
Age requirement: 21
8 minutes from campus

10% discount for S.J.S U
Students, faculty, & Staff
on weekly 21 monthly rentals
Santa Clara Industries
50 Umbarger Road
San Jose CA. 95111

(408)281-4666
coming T.

GRANDE PIZZERIA SPECIAL OFFER
ONE TIME ONLY

By lac Shess
Daily staff wrder
SJSU tootball will not he seen
at Spartan Stadium until (At. 22
against Utah State.
Himever, monster trucks and
flame -throwing, jet -powered Ira
Mirs will he churning over the
stadium grass Friday and Saint
day night.
Promoters of the event, along
with SJSU athletic officials are
not overly concerned about the
playing field. But head football
coach Claude Gilbert is.
Gilbert believes the event
could have been scheduled at a
better time
"I think It’s unneccessary during the season. They may not
damage it, but it could come out
blemished or not suitable (for
play).
"It it was up to me they
wouldn’t have them," Gilbert
said.
A felt -like material will be
rolled out over the grass, followed by a layer of plastic, then a
layer of plyboard and two feet of
dirt.
"When looking at the type of

San Jose Hyatt
Tuesday Oct. 4
7-10 am
Contact:
Nanci Kramer (916) 483 1583
OF
(916) 391-6743
Norma Monroe
(916) 322-9464

FLINT CENTER

THE FLYING
KARAMAZOV
BROTHERS!

using the coupon

until

each size pizza is bought’
0
0

--

Small 2 item pizza $6.00
Medium 2 item pizza $7.00
Large 2 item pizza S8.00
X -large 2 item pizza S9.00

0
OFF ER
SAL ES

EXPIRES OCT. 9, 1988
TAX NOT INCLUDED

event it is and the sin, of the vehicles, the first impression is that
there will be some damage."
Athletic Director Randy Hoffman
said. "Clearly that was not the
ease."
"We were very pleased with
the precautions they took," said
Rich Chew, associate director of
Spartan athletics.
Chew added there is much less
concern compared to last April’s
monster truck event because now
they have experience.
"They did such a great job in
preparing the field," Hoffman
said. "There was minimal damage."
The production is co-sponsored
by TNT and ZZYZX Motors ports. ZZYZX president Dave
Matthews anticipates sonic grass

TRINITY EPISCOPAL CHURCH
Weekday Eucharist

SUNDAY SERVICES:
8:00 a.m. Holy Eucharist
9:00 a.m. Adult Education

Mon -Fri 12:10 p.m.
Sat 8:30 a.m-

9:45 a.m. Church School
(Pre -School thru 12th grade)
10:00 a.m. Holy Eucharist
The Episcopal Church within walking distance of
San Jose State University.
81 North Second St. at East St. John.

293-7953

TOON IN TO THE CAMERA ONE?
"Roll over Fred Flints tone and tell Roger Rabbit
the news; the 21st Tournee & Animation is in town
and it’s a beauty."
_ Davie/Armstrong
SAN FRANCISCO EXAMINER

The World’s Best
Animation!

The 21st International Tournee of

ANIMATION
TWO WEEKS ONLY!

<i

Exclusive San Jose Engagement

STARTS TOMORROW!

/94 1800
11,11

Single Admission - $11/$13/$15

GOOD FOR
TAKE OUT
ORDERS
ONLY

’ "1 CARLOS ON THE CORNER OF 4th ST (408)292-2840

Claude Gilbert,
Head football coach

Afm

FRIDAY, SEPT. 30
8 P.M.

pizzas. Plus you can keep

"There will be slight discoloration of the turf for a nominal
amount of time,’’ Matthews said.
About a week alter the April
event, the grass turned yellow
where it was covered. With watering, the grass returned to its
normal lisik about a week later,
Chew said.
The last event had the trucks
running along the edge of the
field.
This weekend, races will occur
down the middle of the turf.
"That concerns me a little
more," Chew said, unaware that
was happening.
Matthews said the monster
trucks will be racing side -by -side
for the first time on the West
Coast. In addition, a pulling competition will be featured with
32.000-pound sleds.
Tickets for the event are $13 in
advance through BASS ticket
outlets.
Tickets at the gate will be $15.
Racing will begin both nights at 8
p.m. Gates will open at 6 p.m.

ALL NEW!
ALL PREMIERES!

lug

best prices on delicious

gallleS

me SIN Soso Coltg

They are nimble of wit as they are deft ol
hand" N Y Magazine ’’These master
glers are hilarious" The Today Show They
thrilled Bay Area audiences lust as street
artists and now see them in their all new 1988
Show’

Grande is giving you the

,doration, but does not bee it will affect upcoming

‘If it was up to me
they wouldn’t
have them.’

Flint Center Box Office
San Jose Boa Wks
Peninsula Sas Office

(4081 257-9555
(4081 246-1160
(415) 322-3100

GROUP DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

AppearkY
at
I maiden)
September 29

=

257-9555

an old tradition continues ...
CUPERTINO ROTARY 7th ANNUAL

j

5kort
Skoci=r

REGISTER NOW!

,,,

If you are an Athlete, we need your involvement,
Slots in seven weight divisions need to be filled,

1411

5kac’)<<.4

4-,’

syr1e.,

014efr
The sport to play

114.

The sport to watch

The sport of the future

SIMIAN
Please call for an appointment today

(408) 293-9405
111 West Saint John St

San Jose CA 95113

SATURDAY and SUNDAY
OCTOBER 1st & 2nd
10 a.m.
to
5 p.m.
VALLCO VILLAGE CUPERTINO
Wolfe Rd. Between Hwy. 280 & Homestead Rd.

strtrilllI. j.p.f,

.09 Loa,* Cas*.tfe
611 41 C..enp4,+ 12,s.
Sale Ends on Ockber 5
OPINIONS TO MIDNIGHT 365 OATS MIR
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Spartan spikers fall
to talented Cardinal
By Reggie Burton
Daily staff writer
Tying the school record of 12 consecutive victories was not a primary
concern for the SJSU volleyball
team going into last night’s match
with top-ranked Stanford. Beating a
tall and talented Cardinal team was.
The spikers accomplished ’nether
as they were swept by the third ranked Cardinal last night at the
women’s gymnasium, 15-8. 15-8
and 17-15.
Setter Susie Layman said the team
didn’t even know about the record
until they read about it in the Spartan
Daily.
"Our main concern was to beat
Stanford. If we got the record, then
fine."
After losing the first two games.
SJSU made a run at the Cardinal in
the third. Bouyed by the inspired
play of outside hitter Betsy Welsh,
the Spartans held a 13-9 lead and
were on the verge of forcing a fourth
game.
Welsh. who came off the bench to
record a career-high 14 kills, said the
Spartans were as tight as the start of
the match.
"We were a little tense in the beginning, Welsh said. "I tried to
pick the team up hy coming in fired up. We seem to play better when we
get excited."
Stanford tied the game at 13 by
scoring the next four points. SJSU
pulled ahead on a kill by Kari Roberson, but the Cardinal scored two
straight points to pull ahead by one
to 15-14.
Welsh came back with a kill to
knot the score at IS. Stanford, aided
by two questionable line calls which
drew the ire of the estimated 500
fans, scored the next two points to
close out the match to improve its re-

Kara Natal, Daily stall photographer
Spartan
MIL

I .eslie Page prepares to serve the ball to Stanford

U.S. Olympic basketball coach bitter
over Soviets training with the NBA
SEOUL. South Korea (API This time, there was no controversial
finish, no debate about how three
mysterious seconds kept showing up
on the clock, no argument about the
outcome.
This time. the USSR won fair and
square
with a little help from its
professional friends.
In their first meeting since the
1972 gold medal game that ended in
confusion and America’s only other
Olympic basketball loss, the Soviet
Union beat the U.S. 82-76 in the
tournament semifinals Wednesday.
That inosed the Soviets into the
gold medal game and left the U.S.
facing the prospect of nothing better
than a broil/v, its poorest finish in
Olympic history.
Does this mean the world has
caught up to the country that invented this sport? Well, not necessarily. It means only that in a tournament where every team has lost
one game. the Americans had the
bad judgment to lose its game in the
medal round.
And, it also means that it pays to
have the right friends.
Some time ago. Soviet Coach Alexander Gomelski. who looks like
central casting’s prototype grandfather, decided basketball in his land
was on something of a treadmill, unlike the fertile American program.
"In U.S., there is fantastic basketball," Gomelski said. "There are
many coaches and the boys dribble
and shoot right after talking in the
U.S."
This, he decided, would be a fine
place to seek help for the fledgling
Soviet program which, despite the
1972 Olympic gold medal, was
struggling. In the spirit of glasnost
and detente. Gomelskiand the Soviets got the help they needed from
that most capitalist operation, the
NBA.
There were annual exhibition se
ries against the Milwaukee Buk-k,
and the Atlanta Hawks. And the
Portland Trailblivers. admittedly
with a vested interest, supervised the
Achilles tendon rehabilitation of Soviet center 7 -foot -3 Arvidas Saban’s,
whose pro rights they held.

Time is Money
Kinko.’s
is Copies
Why waste your valuable tiny on
copies? just call Kinko’s. We take
care of the copies so you can take
care of business.

Idnkois

the copy center
481 E SAN CARL)S ST.
OPEN 7 DAYS

For all this, as well as annual preseason tours against top U.S. college
teams, Gomelski was grateful. "It
was very good preparation for my
team. he said. "NBA games help.
I am happy. Thank you. U.S. basketball."
Now it might strike you as strange
that American basketball interests
would help Gonielski’s team. while
Thompson was trying to assemble a
team that could beat the same Soviets in the Olympics. Gomelski, however, saw nothing unusual about it.
"I am basketball man. he said.
"My politics are basketball. All people in all countries are happy friends
now. People sleep with no problems.
Maybe Coach Thompson does not
understand this."
What Thompson did understand
was the emotion and anxiety that
comes from a game against the Soviets. There are the had memories of
’72, the differences in political
(ems, the whole package that raises
any meeting with the USSR beyond
the level of a simple basketball
game.
So, just for good measure.
Gomelski tweaked Thompson one
more time on the issue of the American pros helping the Soviet program.
"Coach Thompson is great
coach," he said. "but he is not foreign minister."

cord to 9 I
Welsh said the two close calls at
the end helped stall the Spartans
comeback hid in the third game.
"We made a good c
hack, but
those two calls slowed OW I1101111:11
turn. said Welsh. "Going into the
match we felt that we had nothing to
lose. The record was not a concern.
only winning."
The Spartans quest for a school record of 12 consecutive victories
seemed to he of more concern to
Stanford head coach Don Shaw.
"Because of the rivalry and the
record, I expected them (SJSUI to
conic out fired up," Shaw said
"We’re a young team and it’s tough
to conic here to play because of their
fan support."
Shaw also said Stanford may have
benefited from a tougher early season schedule.
Our bench people played well."
Shaw said. "And it also helped that
we’ve already played some tough
teams."
Setter Layman had an outstanding
game, with 42 of the Spartans’ 44
assists, along with two service aces
and seven digs.
The Cardinal was led by freshman
Amy Cooper, who had II kills in 15
attempts.
After the match, Welsh said she
was happy with the team’s effort,
hut not the result.
"It was a good comeback, but we
couldn’t overcome our slow start.’’
Welsh said. "We knew Stanford
would be our toughest test, so we
just tried to come out and play a
good match and not worry about the
record. ’
The Spartans next game H. r
at 7:30 p.m. %% lien they host Cal Pi,’
San Luis Obis’.

Maintenance Assistant
(Part-time 16-20 hrs./wk.)

a fast growing
manufacturer of surveying and
navigation equipment, has a position
for a part-time Maintenance
Assistant.
You will hande vendor pick-up and
general maintenance. We require
a valid drivers license with an
excellent driving record and a good

Trimble Navigation,

That may come as news to sonic
of the Georgetown coach’s Big F.ast
Conference opponents.
Thompson, never shy, previously
has been critical of the cozy affair
between the NBA and the Soviets.
He would not discuss it again
Wednesday.
"I don’t see it as a form of collaboration," he said. "Several NBA
teams helped us, too. We lost. The
NBA didn’t. We understood the circumstances under which we were
playing. Because I agree or disagree,
that’s totally different from blaming."
Still, some bitterness seems to remain and it surfaced ever so briefly
when Thompson discussed Sabonis’
presence on the court .

mechanical aptitude. Must be able
to lift 75 lbs.

11111
SM
M STEREO CASSETTE TOE P11
,
era AUTO REV EST, 200
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Doping to world sports ministers
meeting in Moscow in November. It calls for more help by individual governments in cracking
down on athletes’ abuse of rugs.
The IOC and other sports organi,ations ban more than 3.7(X)
substances, but anabolic steroids
are at the top of the most -wanted
list.
These organic chemicals can
increase the muscle mass in athletes as they train. They also have
serious side effects, including
personality changes, kidney malfunction and prostate inflammation.
Weightlifters for years have
popped steroid pills or taken injections to give them a boost toward the record books.
But when Johnson’s urinalysis
"tested positive" and his gold
medal was stripped from him
Tuesday, the first such disqualification of a medal -winning Olympic sprinter, it made clear to the
world what many in sports knew:
Steroids are becoming the drug of
choice in many arenas.
Johnson’s was not the first
drug disqualification at these
1988 Summer Games.
Four weightlifters, including
gold -winning Bulgarians Anguel
Anguelov Guenchev and Mitko
Grahlev, and two competitors in
themodern pentathlon. sine Spaniard and one Australian, have
been thrown out of the Seoul
Games for the use of various
banned substances.
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Please telephone (408) 730-2969
or send a letter of interest to:
TRIMBLE NAVIGATION,
Atten: Personnel, P. 0. Box 3642,
Sunnyvale, CA 94088-3642.
We are an equal opportunity
employer.
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SEOUL, South Korea i AP)
The anabolic steroid, breakfast ot
musclemen, has emerged from
the shadows of the weightlifting
gym.
It can now be a distance runner’s last ounce of strength, a
hockey star’s power play. a relay
team’s fifth man.
And the discovery that Canadian sprinter Ben Johnson,
world superstar, relied on this illicit elixir in his gold -medal victory in the 100-meter dash ensures that the drug dilemma will
remain on the Olympics’ center
stage for years to come.
The scandal of perfOrmanceenhancing drugs first tainted the
Olympics at Munich in 1972. The
problem, authorities agree, has
grown since.
Prince Alexandre de Merode.
head of the Olympic medical
commission, estimates that 6 percent of the world’s top athletes
use steroids or other banned
drugs.
But other observers, down
there in the locker rooms, out on
the playing fields. would put the
figure higher.
"Everybody uses drugs," says
one African sprinter. Horace
Dove -Edwin of Sierra Leone.
"These guys will do anything to
win a gold medal. said Canadian fencer Stephen Angers.
The International Olympic
Committee, in its continuing
struggle to rein in drug use, will
present an Olympic Charter on

HERTZ AT THE FAIRMONT

$5000
SONY

Steroid use exposed
among top athletes
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Animation festival features
more than Mickey Mouse

Get the scoop on local ice cream outlets
Andre’s offers quality caffeine, scoops of sweets and sandwiches
its I rah Pets
.

-.tall Writer

out Brine stumbled sleepily
into Andre’s Ice Cream and Sandich Shop on Monday morning
and ordered a capuccmo.
He managed .1 smile after tat.
irig a sip and said. "Caffeine
gotta have it
Brine, an SM. sophomore.
plans to make Andre’s a frequent
slop on his way to school because
01 the new espresso and capu,
ono machine
The machine is lust one of the
improsements on tiers Marguerite
and Andre Sue base made.
The mother and SJSU graduate
son, bought the cafe on San Carlos and 10th streets in July It was
formerly, called Scott’s Ice Cream
and Sands% ich Shop.
"We ss ant this to be a relaxed
alternatis e to fast food," Andre
Sue said.
Students would have trouble
not relaxing in the brightly lit interior of warn oranges and
browns. For seclusion, patrons
can eat at a back booth w hile cool
breezes circulate from the ceiling
fans.
Old-fashioned ice ic.iiii posters adorn the walls An old barbecue spit covered ss ith an assort
ment of green plants make, the
room seem like a garden
Alone ss ith the de011.1t1

roital4 out
changes, the Sues 11,te min
diicd gy ro 1:1I11.111,11es tsr111.111
1110111
\ gyio is a (
Hon
inc,11
in .1 InnlIc[11,,,i,

I he sandss is tics are standard.
hut the xii lets should please any
customet Cold sands,, idles in -

Jude chicken salad, roast beef
and ham for $2.95. Patrons can
choose from several types of
bread and condiments.
Barbecue beef and French dips
are the specialty hot sandwiches
for $3.15.
Andre’s stocks several kinds of
natural sodas and juices. Exotic
teas are also popular among customers, Marguerite Sue said.
The sandwiches are substantial, but people might rush
through them just to get to the
desserts.
The Sues offer 12 flavors of locally -made ice cream for milkshakes or just plain cones.
For the diet -conscious, the cafe
includes a cup of nonfat yogurt
for 25 cents with any sandwich.
Monday’s flavors were Butter
Pecan and Chocolate Fudge.
"There is a pregnant woman in
the neighborhood who comes
here every day at 5:30 p.m. for
yogurt, Andre Sue said. "As
soon as we see her drive up we
get her order ready."
Yogurt is available in "handpacks at $1.25. For those who
prefer baked goods, the cafe offers cheesecake, also at $1.25.
Andre Sue, who graduated
from SJSU in 1984 with a business degree, also owns the Subway sandwich shop across the
street from the cafe.

Stressed-out students visit One Sweet Street to forget their woes
By Leah Pels
Daily staff writer
I scream, you scieam, we all
scream for ice cream !’
It’s a chant most students probably haven’t heard since child
hood, but then lc,: 001111 h1-111.0
out the kid in almost cxciyone
One Sweet Street in the Stu.
dent Union is the place to go
when adult pressures become too
much.
Students can forget their troubles a ith the Deluxe Waffler for
$2.80 The waffle cone sundae
collies with a choice of toppings.

hot
including
and
fudge
butte, .1. II
.I
I.
Sunalac a
the bIll, 16, \
can be lust
soothing and don t cost more than
Sa.
If people haven’t te,whed the
breaking point yet.
sundae lot
$2.30 might he in oidei Custom
ers have a choice of
I la ots tit
ice cream and six toppings I tal
all gelato. are S
%10Iki.t!,s gel ito flax ors of
chocolate decadence and coconut
pineapple made the slit much
ss Del easier for SIM’ sd

&A’14
\

1111’

I;

\

It has a different taste than ice
, ream and it makes it easier to
ioi.txt my diet,’ Delaney said.
Tot students v,ho want to spare
the calor les. the Hawaiian shave
10’ tits the bill. For SI
patrons
can choose from a variety of syrups. including bubblegum and
xx .110111001
ith granola
is
is another healthy alterlidos e. The yogurt stand usually
otters two different flavors each
day .
slit One Sweet
Jerry Boling

CONFETTI’S CAFE
AND DANCE CLUB

Street often to buy M & M’s from
the candy counter.
"I need my sugar rush, especially on Mondays," the freshman said.
Students also stop at the counter for popcorn, doughnuts and
soft drinks.
If school is going OK, people
might just stop for a single scoop
of ice cream for 9(1 cents.
Most of the 3 p.m. crowd of 15
students on Monday bought ice
cream cones.
But don’t be surprised if midterm stress makes the Banana
Royale the most popular item.

The 21st International Tournee of Animation is now being
shown at Camera One
By Denise Zapata
Daily staff writer
Animation has come a long way
since Walt Disney’s creation of
Mickey Mouse. Today, animated
films feature themes of technology
and the creation of life.
These are just two of the subjects
highlighted in the film, The 21st
International Tournee of Animation." opening Friday night at Camera One in downtown San Jose.
The film is a collection of 14 animated short films from around the
world. They range in length from
two minutes to 30.
It is a collection of "the hest animation to be put together. said
Camera One manager Pam Kelly.
The longest of the films, and the
winner of the 1987 Academy Award
for Best Animated Short, depicts a
solitary man’s dedication to the creation of life.
It is a story of a lone shepherd
who spent his life planting thousands
of trees in a barren region of the
French Alps. After several decades,
it is transformed into a prosperous,
populated area.
Producer Federick Back accentuates the film with flashes of impressionistic animation - a technique he has used before with
success. His 1981 film, "Crac!."
also won the Oscar for Animated

Short.
"That was the first time since ’Pinocchio’ and ’iambi. I’ve heard
people crying in a theater over an animated filni.’ said commercial animator Bob Kurtz in a previous inter
view.
"There aren’t many aniniator,
today who can move you to tears.’
he said.
Another toumee highlight is the
film "Technological Threat." The
film depicts the plight of office
workers threatened with replacement
by more efficent robots.
The film is unique because it utilizes computer animation to creation
of the cartoon characters.
"The 21st Toumee" include,
other films with a wide variety of animation styles and themes. The short
films depict dancing candy, an agitated child in church and an unwanted cat that refuses to leave
home.
The film will play for two weeks
at Camera One as an exclusive South
Bay appearance.
Kelly expects it to draw a sizeable
audience.
"Animation fans are a mixed
bag," she said.
They include all age groups. In
the past, we’ve gotten students, yuppies and senior citizens."

San Jose State Faculty, Students and Staff:
A Special Offer For You . .
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* All Drinks 2 for 1
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Now through October 14th

Get an IBM PS/2 now and save.
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‘ksi

$1683.00

$1695.00

$5969.00

$3010.00

$2959.00

PS/2 Model 70

$8664.00

$4510.00

$4154.00

lAll Systems Include Mouse, DOS 4.0, Microsoft %Inclose% 2.1 & Word 4.0; Models 50/. & 70 Also Include Earth

San Jose State University has arranged with the following IBM Certified Education Dealers to assist you
in obtaining your IBM PS/2.
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(across from Camera One)
Parking located at 2nd & San Carlos

(408) 294-1922

YOU SAVE:

$3378.00

Computerlnd of Almaden
Photo and Sound Company
ComputerCret
NetsssiVakom
BuUnessland

325 S. First St. 2nd floor
2 Blocks from Campus
.71

SAI.E PRICE:*

PS/2 Model 50Z

PS/2 Model 25

Downtown San Jose’s Hottest new Nightclub for
Modern Music and Top 40 Dancing Music
’Dancing Nightly Wednesday - Sunday, 7pm to 2am
21 and over please

LIST PRICE:

=
Original
does

Anu Ranganath, Stese Ting
Kathy Mastre, Mandy Vaghoubl
Mike Rayburn
Don Denham
Jack Kumar
Karen Wesland, ROI Dritsch
Chris Shea, Janet (ROI

4011 -2b7 -21M2
40R.293.9610
408252.3900
400-24114
40S-554.9292

’See your dealer for other confl guratlems at 40% savings
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Manzarek and McClure present ideas via poetry and piano
Timeless message given to audience of all ages
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By Mary Hayes
Daily staff writer
Former Doors keyboardist Ray
Manzarek and San Francisco poet
Michael McClure found a creative
solution to a problem that afflicts
musicians everywhere.
Contemporary songs consist of
words sung to music, but the meaning of the lyrics are often lost by the
time a song hits the Top 40. Mc (’lure and Manzarek delivered their
"songs- in a different way at the
Student Union Tuesday night.
McClure didn’t sing his poems,
hut recited them with commanding
power, drawing attention to their
emotional and social significance.
Manzarek provided a background of
piano, ranging from brightly -played
classical to deeply -sensual jazz depending on the tone of McClure’s
poetry.
No spandex -encased rock idol appeared on stage, screaming about
back-seat car sex. Instead, two distinguished gentlemen dressed in
black used their talents to reach the
audience and help make a difference
in the world.
Manzarek and McClure first met
through the legendary Jim Morrison,
the former lead singer of the Doors
who died in 1971. McClure, a
world-renowned poet and former
beatnik, inspired Morrison’s lyrics.
McClure and Manzarek met again
in 1987, nearly 20 years after their
first meeting. They shared many of
the same ideas about politics and society and discovered mutual interests
in art, literature and jazz. They decided to combine their talents, providing their audiences with a unique
form of entertainment.
"And we’re not doing this for any
other reason than for all of us to be
together." Manzarek said in an interview before the show.
The audience was an interesting
mix of middle-aged hippies and
)ht
I its farts still in their teens. But all
regardless of age, were trans used on the stage.
Many fans may have come for a
glimpse of someone so close to their
idol, Jim Morrison. But they also
gained a cultural and artistic awareiiess they may have otherwise
missed.

Manzarek and McClure shared
their politcal opinions and observations during the performance.
McClure recited a poem he wrote
during the Vietnam war. In the
piece, he substituted the words
"oriental blood" for "Central
American blood.
Another poem began with Maniarek’s staccato rhythms on the piano.
The notes seemed like little marching soldiers. as McClure read, "It’s
1937 and the first day of World
Ward II and the Nazis are invading
Czechoslovakia. This is the end of
sanity . . . it is the victory of propaganda.
McClure’s poetry reveals his perception of society and human identity as well.
"This is fantasy, not liberation:
we are all spoiled together in this
configuration.- he read.
In another poem, he read, "We’re
opals and black silhouettes of buffalos; we’re instruments that are playing our songs . . . we’re like dogs
and cattle in our kennels and corrrals."
McClure recited sonic of Jim
Morrison’s poetry, followed by
Manzarek’s and McClure’s tribute to
the legendary singer.
During Morrison’s poetry. Manzarek reached inside the piano and
played the strings. It sounded like
dozens of tiny insects dancing on
wire a hair -curling effect.
A hushed chuckle came from the
audience after a short poem by Morrison which read, "They are filming
something (piano notes) in the street
(piano notes) in front of (piano
notes) our house."
The audience’s biggest response
came during Manzarek and McClure’s tribute to Morrison. Maniarek played his version of "Riders on
the Storm," while McClure recited.
"I am my abstract alchemist of flesh
made real . . . I am the silhouette
that moves in black."
Although most of the poetry was
heavy to the point of eerieness,
much of it was beautiful and soothing. McClure spoke softly of roses.
sands and the sea. while Manzarek’s
fluid performance provided a dreamlike background.

"Thank you, brothers and sisters." Manzurek said at the end of
the show "Study hard. Spread the
word of love and peace, and we’ll
make the world a better place."
After the show, the audience scurried to the autograph table, their
arms filled with Door’s albums and
books by McClure.
"It reminded me a lot of the
’American Poet’ album by the
Doors,- said Gary Brumbaugh, a
student at DeAnta College in Cupertino. "les the album where Jim
Morrison recites poetry while the
rest of the Doors play in the background."
Student Mike Woglorn. a tall
young man with thick, curly locks
resembling those of the late Morrison, drove from Santa Barbara to see
the show.
"It was even better than I thought
it would be,- he said.
Jim Kohl, an SJSU freshman in
journalism, said it was the closest
thing to actually seeing the Doors
live in concert.
A small group from the front row
rushed toward Manzarek. A Gin
thrust his hand toward him, admiration shining in his eyes. Manzarek’s
look of permanent concentration
softened into a smile, as he shook
the fan’s hand.

Larry Strong Daily

Ray. Manzarek (left), former Doors keyboardist. and Michacl McClure, San Francisco poet, combined their
talents last Tuesday night at the Student I nion. Selected readings included poetry of former Doors lead singer
urn Morisson. Autographs %ere given after the shim.

Sigourney Weaver portrays SJSU graduate, gorilla enthusiast
By Martin Cheek
Daily staff writer
The image portrayed of Dian Fossey in National Geographies of the
1960s was of a gentle woman who
worked hard to save the mountain
gorillas of Central Africa.
The impression one gets from the
film "Gorillas in the Mist: The Adventure of Dian Fossey." which
opened Sept. 23. is vastly different.
Fossey. a 1954 SJSU graduate, is
shown as an obsessed person. who
often resorted to lies and violence to
keep civilization distant from the
threatened primate of Rwanda.
Fossey was murdered in 1985.
The murder hasn’t been solved,
though police have investigated

many suspects.
her
companions, National
:tithing the
Not known for her diplomacy.
Bob
photographer
The most interesting part of the Geographk:
eneknack
for
making
Fossey had a
hu’, le is the animal. The film mak- Campbell (Bryan Brown) and her
mies in her struggle to save the ani- ers spent lour \keel,. taking footage faithful tracker (Omirah Miluiri ).
mals.
of the mountain
She often would let loose a string
We meet Fossey. played by SiWeaver scittttred nn, the gorillas’ of insults if they didn’t see things er
:t.., Wined tr:tly her wli
gourney Weaver I Aliens). at a lec- habitat and the
ture on gorillas gken hy anthropolo- hci encounters \ ith the animals I Inc
Miluiri’s character was the most
gist Richard Leakey.
authenticit adds th the stol
interesting. He had a quiet sense of
ith
iii
iclatioriships
From the beginning. we learn
rifrritiiii,rl Is
humor that was a foil to Fossey
her deep deshe to go to \ frica iii
Morn.,
ii icier.
save gorillas from the pygmies, sk ho tInt,tigh the ii r\ ic
"’Gorillas in the Mist- is not .1
cut off their heads, hands and feet as
The princihilogist mimicked the great movie. The producers tricd
souvenirs for tourists.
gorillas’ behas lig to gain their trust. hard and obviously had a lot of corn
She Walked on her haunches, ges- mitment to make the project authen
The origin of Fosse
is not explained during the tilni She tured and es en began to moan and tic.
But they should have done oil,
can’t give up her hair-dryer, hut she grunt like the animals
Without
pros cation,
Fossey more re -write of the script to ansv.e.
wants to go to the deepest jungles ot
Africa to live under harsh conditions ’,S unit Id take her frustrations out on some of the questions.

WE’RE PASSING
STUDENTS WITH FLYING
COLORS.
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"Northern Californians are
finding out that car insurance is
no problem at Public:’
Randy Cross
On The Road For-Public Insurance

It’s never been easier to qualify for a Wells Fargo
student VISA card.
And it’s never been easier for you
to apply. Just give us a call and we’ll take
your application over the phone. You
need to be at least a sophomore at a
4-year California college or university.
And a U.S. citizen or permanent resident
with a social security number. You
must have a checking or savings account
opened fbr at least six monthsand
be on good terms with your bank and any
creditors. Finally, you should have at
least $200 a month in spending money

staff photographer

from verifiable sdurces after your
expenses. That’s all it takes to qualify
When you do, you’ll be off to a flying
start towards establishing credit.
So get your bank account number
and other personal information together
and call 1-800-642-BANK today.
Call Wells Fargo today and get 6 months free
membership. For a limited time, you’ll get
6 months free membership when you qualify
for a Wells Fargo student VISA card.
Call today.

WELLS FARGO STUDENT VISA

Tickets, an accident, no prior insurance
It’s No Problem!
Public offers low rates, payments spread over 12 months and
you can charge your first payment.

1-800-345-1995
CALL NOW FOR A QUOTE

noinpRalice
IT’S NO PROBLEM

Use Your

1-800-642-BANK
MomNK 1 DK

so

rn. =. Credit Card
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Plane crash blamed on ice

Play ball

Ill-fated
WASHINGTON (API
Continental Flight 1713 waited so
king before takeoff at Denver airport
after a de-icing that its wings accu
ululated enough new ice to hinder
the jet’s ability to tly. federal rines
tromp. say.
The findings of the National
Transportation Safety Board. re
leased Tuesday, said the McDonnell
Douglas DC -9 had been so thin
oughly de-iced that sonic of the deicing fluid seeped into the cabin.
But because of pom sisihiljty and.
in part. confused radio communications. the jetliner had to wait 27 minutes in a steady snowfall before taking off for Boise. Idaho.
It was airborne only a few seconds
before crashing onto the runway,
killing 28 of the 82 people aboard.
The NISH report also said Lee
Bruecher. the 26-year -old copilot
who was at the controls during take oft. rotated the plane (lit the runway
too sharply, causing its nose to veer
up at a high angle and adding to its
problems staying aloft.
Among the dead were Bruecher

It was airborne only a few seconds
before crashing onto the runway, killing
28 of the 82 people aboard.
and Capt. Frank Zvonek. 46, who
had failed to order the jet back to the
de-icing pad contrary to airline operating procedures. the safety board
said in its final report on the Nov.
IS, 1987 accident
were chalThe hoard’s
lenged by (.’onimenral
which said the no.esnyrtion had not
shown specifically that Ise had accumulated on the wings oh Hight 1713.
The nearly yearlong investigation
focused on the failure to de-ice the
aircraft a second time and on the experience and trainine ol Bruecher
and /Nortek.
Continental ’S OpCli11111115 manual
iequired a plane to ’,quill to the de-

icing pad if it was delayed 20 or
more minutes in the conditions experienced in Denver that November
day, investigators said.
The failure to de-ice has been the
cause of two other major aviation accidents in the past six years: the
crash of an Air Horida jet at Washington D.C. in 1982, killing 78 people, and the crash of an Arrow Air
charter flight full of U.S. soldiers in
Gander. Newfoundland, kill;ag all
256 on board.
The airline has all along maintained that the pilot of the departing
Continental jet lost control because
of air currents from a Boeing 767
landing three minutes earlier.

California students improve test scores
sA(’RAMIA
\
phlidsitli
()’lA
And eighth -grade students showed 1 ceileral mi
movement in academic skills during the 1987 88 school
although the lower grades fell slightly below the
state target levels in mathematics, authorities said
Wednesday.
Superintendent Bill Honig. reporting the results of
the annual statesside Calitiimia Assessment hogram
tests, said the lest., sholked "that we’re approaching all
of the national asclr,,,,

Honig epressed satisfaction with the eighth -grade
hut said further improvements were needed.
" Ilims does not mean we’re happy with where we’re at,’
Honig said. "We still have a long, long way to go to prepare them for high school."
The sixth -graders averaged a five-point increase in
reading scores. about four points above the target, and
also showed a slight increase in their math scores. But
the two -point increase in the math scores still fell three
points below the projected target.

the associated students program board, MU presents
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plus special guest

thursday, sept. 29,
9:00 p.m. at
san jose state’s
student union ballroom

looters
IR and over with ID
funded by associated students

Mark Studyvin Daily staff photographer
Nlembers of the Chi Omega Sorority and the
Sigma Nir Fraternity play at the fourth annual

volleyball-a-thon. The benefit fur Zonta Center
for Children was held at the Chi Omega House.
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for more info call 924-6260

San Jose State Faculty, Students and Staff:
A Special Offer For You

She left everything
she knew and entered a
world few have ever seen.
She risked her life
to save a wondrous creature
from the cruelty of man,
and went further
than anyone ever dared.

Get an IBM PS/2’ now and save.
Special Offer: September 19 October 14, 1988
PRICE:
$3378.00
$5969.00
$8664.00

LIST

PS/2 Model 25
PS/2 Model 507
PS/2 Model 70
,1111.1 I’S 2
\

N)tenw

SALE PRICE:

YOU SAVI

$1683.00

$1695.00

$3010.00

$2959.00

$4510.00

$4154.00
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and Cu,toniers Throughout the West Since 19,39

Call (408) 293-9610 or visit our booth at the San Jose State Student Union,
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Officials applaud workfare

IE

WASHINGTON (API
Demo- selves through a combination of
crats and Republicans alike are training, education, support services
praising a sweeping welfare over- and stepped -up child support collechaul plan that would require some tions.
recipients to work for their benefits,
House and Senate negotiators fordespite complaints from an advocacy mally approved the compromise, in
group that the measure would "drop the works all summer, on a 35-8 vote
a bomb on the poor people of Amer- Tuesday evening. All nine senators
ica...
voted yes. Each chamber must apThe compromise plan, approved prove the compromise before it goes
Tuesday by House and Senate nego- to the White House.
tiators, is billed as the most extenReagan. returning to the White
sive welfare overhaul in 50 years. II House from New York. said he was
immediately won praise from mem- "very happy" with the five-year,
bers of both parties including Presi- $3.34 billion measure, which condent Reagan and Democratic vice tains the workfare requirement upon
presidential nominee Sen. Lloyd which his administration had inBentsen of Texas.
sisted.
While workfare provisions aimed
The president’s chief of staff,
at two-parent families provoked the Kenneth Duberstein, said, "Our inmost dispute, the bill also aims to dications ... are that in fact it is in
help welfare recipients help them- fact a good. strong workt’are require-

David Rose.
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ment, which would meet the president’s test."
The Reagan administration succeeded in winning a lb -hour-a -week
workfare requirement for one adult
in two-parent households receiving
welfare. The provision affects only
about 7 percent of the caseload.
would not kick in until recipients had
undergone an intensive two-month
job search, and is not effective until
1994. But conservatives were Jubilant despite the conditions.
"That work requirement is indeed
the nose of the camel under the
tent," said Rep. Hank Brown, R Colo. "It is the beginning of a different appmach to welfare."
Deeply frustrated House opponents agreed with him, but branded
the requirement unfair to recipients
and burdensome to states.
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UNITED NATIONS (API -Britain’s foreign secretary says he will
meet Iran’s foreign mininster this ’Certainly we are
week to discuss restoring diplomatic
ties between the two nations after a seeking normal
year of chilly relations.
"Certainly we are seeking normal relations’
relations," Sir Geoffrey Howe told
reporters Tuesday. "That is one of
- Sir Geoffrey Howe,
the purposes of the meeting" with
British Foreign Minister
Iranian Foreign Minister Ali Akbar
Velayati, he said.
When asked if he might announce meet with Iranian envoys in the city
restoration of relations after the for the 43rd U.N. General Assemmeeting, Howe smiled and replied: bly.
"Watch this space."
Last week, Britain’s Foreign OfOfficials at the British Foreign Of- free said other likely topics of disfice in London said the meeting cussion between Howe and Velayati
would be held Friday at U.N. head- include the fate of Britons missing in
quarters in New York.
Lebanon and U.N. efforts to end the
In New York, U.S. Secretary of 8-year-old Iran -Iraq war.
State George Shultz said Tuesday
A Foreign Office spokesman.
that U.S. diplomats have no plans to speaking on condition of anonymity.
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said Britain would maintain its policy of not negotiating for the release
of hostages.
The missing Britons include Anglican Church envoy Terry Waite.
journalist John McCarthy, and teacher Brian Keenan who is also an
Irish national. All are believed held
by pro-Iranian Shiite Moslem extremists, although no claim of responsibility has been made for
Waite’s disappearance.
Britain withdrew its embassy staff
from Tehran last year after an Iranian diplomat was arrested on shoplifting charges in Britain and after
Iranian militants beat a British diplomat in Tehran, the Iranian capital.
But British -Iranian relations have
thawed with Iran making overtures
to Britain and other Western nations
after agreeing to an August ceasefire in the Persian Gulf War.
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Zeke & Goulash
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I ’MINK TERM PAPERS
SHOULD BE WRITTEN IN
TpiE STUCENTS OWN
HANDWRITING, MS. LEWIS

PERSONAL

SlAT WAN! IT’S ALSO A
GREAT WAY TO SHOSsCASE
EACH STUDENT’S (XSTIN(IIVE
PENMANSHIP

. OF COURSE IT SHOULD Bk
MANDATORY TWAT 141
TERM F’APERS ARE WRITTEN
IN INK BECAUSE AFTER
ALL...

Berke Breathed

Bloom County
WO A Bea’ IMER MON
04e OF THE MOST WO CONce rit trzquE CRT
NEAT SCALP IMIC RAWLY
NO77CE12.

Dutch soldier stands guard beyond the call of duty
Leine River in northern West Germany, The Stars and Stripes newspaper said.
The guard became especially noticeable to West German police after
other Dutch soldiers had left the
area, said the U.S. military’s authorind unofficial publication.
"That’s what I call obedience,"
the
Darnistadt-hased
newspaper
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DARMSTADT, West Germany
P) - - A stoic Dutch soldier left
behind by his unit during NATO maneuvers guarded a bridge in the West
German countryside for five days, a
newspaper said Wednesday.
Sympathetic
local
villagers
brought food and drink to Dutch sobdier Johann Romers. 19, who last
week refused to leave his post at the
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Britain seeks diplomatic ties with Iran
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quoted police officer Siegfried
Meyer as saying. "I thought that
kind of discipline had died out."
Meyer first became concerned
about the soldier on Sept. 21, when
the NATO exercise Free Lion was
wrapping up. Stars and Stripes said.
Meyer had first noticed Romer%
standing guard at the bridge on Monday (Sept. 19). the newspaper said.
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Classified
Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTSNEED MEDICAL INSURANCE? We
h ave plans with quality coverage
at affordable prices Call Mark Fil.
Ice. (400)943-9190 for a no obligation quote
PUT

YOUR

CAREER

INTO

HIGH

GEAR, Register your resume now
with the prolesaional career program Cali (408) 243-4070 for details
STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now’ Save your teeth. eyes
and money too For information
e nd brochure see A S
.11(408)371 6811

office or

IBM

PC for sale MONITOR
SOFTWARE $250 Niles it

and
Cali

225-7982

HELP WANTED
NEEDED,’ Full contact
sport program Slots eyeingle in
seven weight divisions Please
international at

AUTOMATED VAC EOPMT OPERATORS needed on graveyd shin
and weekend shill (213-40 hr work
week) Requires 1-3 yrs mach or
*lac assembly cup or equiv eel in
the sciences or computer prop
We offer
Must be U S cltleen
100%
education
relmb
415 493-1600. x445, VARIAN

FOR

GRADUATE

STUDENT

Call

FT 8 PT DOCKWORKERS AM 8 PM.
57 hr PT to start Need DMV print.
out -drug screen and physical

appointment
staff
CARE
COUNSELOR DIRECT
needed at local resklential loch.
Ns for young adults 8 adolescents with autism A related 015001111Na Full time 8 part time
positions available

Starting $O-

CRUISE SHIP JOBS’ inoned Open’
Stool & Career opponun Exci pay
World Travel, Call (RefundobN) I.
516-459-3535 EX T P404
DELIVERY DRIVERS Must have own
car & Ins Tuition reirntosonnt an.
MOUNall 65 50 hr
TAIN

MIKE’s,I275

Piedmont

Rd,SJ
Are
SS EARN (PART MME) 625.000
you Nish h concloue, like talking
dealer this into people"? As
sures your success AS managedirect
ment .Noy motivating
log your own people Cali Mr
Thornhill AM’s at 243-95135
EARN 88410 hr selling XMAS decor
at home Parties Sept -Nov No investing No collections or deliveries No risk Ideal for students’
Cali now al (408)629-4560
OPPORTUNITIES
EWA OYMENT
Apply at MARIE CALLENDER!,
2631 Meridian Ave
ENGINEERING MAJORS Interested in
chance to gel real world eperrienc. during your senior year?
Frito-1 ay has an opportunity for
manufacturing
you to noon. in
environment as a Student Engineer Our San Jose facility has
many maintenance and produe-

Pt

counter positions
Samba
oriented individuals a must L o.
called in the Garden City Plaza,
400 Saratoga Ave
(408) 2961676
THE

NUSES Sell benefit show tickets
by phone from our San Jose office Mon-Fri 5 30-900 PM Sal 91PM Call Duncan at 984-0402
year
now
Salary lifeguards $5 58-5640 hr
Pool
Nampo.
1700-64 60 hr
Call 942-2470

LOOKING FOR BRIGHT, motivated
enthusiastic graphic design stu
dent interested In an Internship In
advertising Work for credit Great
Opportunity for invaluable xperionce in real fast paced working

hrs per week Basic mechanical
skills needed Contact the freelor’s Office, 3rd Floor Student
Union
SSNEED CASH?

s560si.000

stuffing

enveiopes, GUARANTEED, Rush
stamped e44r0550 envelope to
’Mali-Cu’ Box e102576 50 Port.

STUDENT UNION (Information
Center) Is now hiring tor Work
Study positions Please contact
Stephen. Fick or Elsa Rodriguez
al the Student Union Information.
924-6350 Pay Rate 55 00 hoc
Work Schedule Days. Evenings.
Saturdays
Must have strong
communication shills

LIFEGUARDS
SEASONAL 8
round positions available

WAITRESS

NEEDED

JAPANTOWN

Call NOBU .1 287.5944
510

per hour now until Nov 3015 as
a Christmas Around The World
chmonstralor, No collecting, no
delivery. no Investment
Work
own hours $300 klt yours to keep
FREE Must be 11, have own car
and be responsible Call Julie at
995-2187 after 6PM

LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP eveey
Sunday evening at 1010 PM at
Campus Christian Center, 10111
San Carlos For more Information
about activities. call Rev NOM

units Call Meg .1 216-0463
PHOTO

LAB

TECH,

expo needed $4.$11 hr Call 371
6664 or 356-6101 (eves I
RECEPTIONIST WORD

PROCESSOR
near
needed,
(light errands)
downtown restaurant Mornings
Greet student job! Call 2904161

HOUSING
FEMALE

ROOMMATE

WANTED to
share nice 2 belorto I bath apartment on Southwest Expiry. near

SJSU Call Wendt

267-5566

ROOM FOR RENT, Blossom Valley
arias 20 mln 11W SJSU. $375 mo
0111 dep Incl Call 723-7281 eves
WILLOW GLEN. 2 bdrm, 2 both and
unit, many extras, $109,500 1406)
252-3751 BY OWNER
2 1 2 BORM FLAT. newly renovated
Close to campus, large backyard,
*Noah deposit A cleaning deposit $150
$600 $400 per mo.
297-2960 evenIng 295-3152

PERSONALS
ATTN POLITICAL ACTIVIST" if you d
ilk to panicipate In the eegistralion of low Income Youth-Mirwri.
Iles (the disenfriencised) and have
commitment to making differ.
once In this election Call C PD at

SECRETARY

(4061276-5022

woof, no experience
$7 hr flevibN hours
Reel Feta., Sunnyvale, 732-4443

SECURITY OFFICERS AND PATROL
DRIVERS Full and part time pool lions, all shifts No experience
needed We train Apply Mon-Fri
AM-5P11, 260 Meridian Ave . San

TELEMARKFTING,, Appointment sat.
ting Pen time, $200WK POSSIBLE. DAILY CASH Winking dlslimo. front campus Afternoon &
evening shifts available Good
voice personality Call RICH at

TINGI GOLDEN COUNTY

MARKETING cumenny Iris 5 doff time 8 3 evening fundrelsIng positions avalleble There is no willing required’ We are looking foo
motivated Indlvkluale who want

completion on schedule reserve
yr time early PJ-923-2309

ELECTROLYSIS. Professional HAIR
temoval, the only perrnaNnt
method Ask about the special
discount lor FALL Complimen.
tory consolation by appointment
Call 296-0931"

Mtn sls, I

can’t miss’ She is street she Is
fine, but the best p011 15 that she’s
all mine, I ove, your CHI OMEGA
bq sister

petitive

PROFESSIONAL

DISC JOCKEY by
-IS
Desiree Michel. formerly o165
You ve gol the pony, we’ve got
the music’ Michel Productions

are also mooing. You may
choose to leave your own me,
Sage Or hear ids different messages left by others You donl

provkles wide variety of music
for your wedding party or dance
at reesonoble rates Call Desiree
or Phil 01 246-2020 or 922-7359

have to do It alone Someone special is welting to meet you Hurry!

T SHIRTS for fraternities. sororttles,
clubs. business Custom unman
printing on shirts, sweats, and

SERVICES

lockets OusiMy work at reason.
ble rates
SJSU DISCOUNTS

BARE IT ALL’ Stop shoving, waxing,
tweezing or using chemical dep111-

Contact Doug at (408) 2617377,
Monday through Friday 3-RPM

’whit Let me permanently remove your unwanted hair (chin,
bikini, tummy, moustache. etc
155, discount to students and faculty

WRITING,

RESEARCH
SERVICES.
Academic Mesh
assistance.
Ghostwriting All subjects Goal Iliad writers Resumes RewrIt
Ing. Catalog Berkeley (4IS) ail.

Call before December 31.

1968 and gel your first oppt al I 2
price Unwanted Hair Disappears

5036.

With My Care Gwen Chong.,
R E . 559-3500. 1645 S Beacom
Ave, MC

Free

8th and San Salvador’

ners

Call today’ Must Oa over 18 years
$2
any toll

Rates

Check Writing Cashing
14inu
lecturer’s Honorer GSL’S ’yelimb. Member Privileges Call
947.7273 or drop by our office at

400-976-2002
SOUTH BAY
BULLETIN
BOARD
NOW THERE IS A
FAST and easy way to meet quality
people
tor
romance
or
friendship Social and sports part-

Savings

Halr Today Gone ToAUSTRALIA,

morrow -

NEW

ZEALAND,

Got

your attention, mate? New Zeeland company los openings foe
few adventurous Americans on

MASSAGE, UIng a variety of therapeutic techniques to bring
about vitality and spirit Spechliting in chronic pain. stress, and
movement dysfunction Sliding
fee scale for the handicapped
Strictly nonsevual Call 371.1433
01 305-3560

typist 20% STUDENT DISCOUNT
By appt Chrystel at 923-8461

ACHIEVEMENT.

ACCOUNTABIL ITY,
ACK NOWL
EOGEABLE In typing thI’s tops
Trust TONY. 296-2087 Thanks
1 SO per page double spaced
Available seven days weekly
Quick turnaround All work guar

ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS MET Term
papers. theses, resumes. letters
No charge minor editing Rates by
page, hour or job Former legal
sevelery Write Type-972.9430
AMY FOR

-The Perfect Paper
Low Price,
pick up and dell,
ery available Call (4OB) 266-2661
ItAk1-9PM

enteed Thanks
AAR When ovewheimed by reports to
be typed. RELAX AND LEAVE
THE TYPING to roe Groduele and
undergred

Resumes,

term

pe

pers, theses, reports of all kinds
STUDENT rates for undergrads
Available day, eve.. weeloands by
appl Call Anna at 972-4992
A At

SECRETARY with computer
Close to school Available night
and day Rush jobs are my spatiality Call Pam at (408) 225.5025 Or
(4013)2254009

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER EVERY TIME’
Protessional
word-processing
services with student discounts
available Offer last turnaround.
pickup 5 delivery. grammon edit.
Mg and guarantee copy Call
Pamela at (408)946-3662 to reserve your time now
ABSTRACT WE’RE

NOT’ AtadidnIc

word processing our specialty
Guaranteed qualIty accuracy
Free disk storage proofing Res.

TRAVEL

ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING and
nansciptIon Experienced thesis

TYPING
AA AA -A CCURAC Y.

Join WSFCU - Your student Credit
Union -benefits Include Tultion.
Books -Computer Loans ’Com-

THE

sonabas rates We re lest.dependable. grernmarotxperienced College grads. so call us with papers.
reports. theses
frit D1251-0419

(asp

Science).

Its ’urrtler 30" tours of Austral. &
New hrtriend WhItewater renting,
sailing, dhe the great barrier reef,
Travel and party with the worlds

ACADEMIC A PROFESSIONAL desk
lop publishing 8 word process
utliirIng IBM Nordware,HP Serie.*

Mooch’s,’ poop. You can even
visit Tahiti or Hawaii on the way
beck, Its summer there during our

Laser. Word Parted t 4 2 & orPage
Maker Papers,lhesisresurnes. reports & group prowls welcome

A

TYPING SERVICE Reasonable
rates Free disk storage Free
plck-up and delivery
6936

Cali 270-

tar quality’ All formals plus APA
Free disk storage SPE t CHFK
assis.punctuation grammar
tance All work guaranteed For
that professionalguick 8 depend
able worry -free service et its best.
call PAM at 247.2661 (Santa Clara,
AFFORDABLE STUDENT 8 rAc
UL TY RATES’
GO WITH THE BEST’ Take advantage
of our expertise Top secreteriel
service for all your WORD processing needs Graphics letters.
reports, manuscripts, resumes,
Editing.
term paper, theses
grammar 8 spell checking All
wont done on a PS L agar Printer,
or printing from your disk Both
IBM 6 Mac 11 computers SpecIM
student discount’ Call Prinly’s
WORDWORKS et 253-WORD or
253-WORK

CALL lINDA TODAY for expeolenced
professional word processing
La.., printer. cassette ImnstrIp
Hon Thesera, term papers. group
projects, resumes. etc All for
mats including APA All work
guaranteed Oulck return ANN
den Brennen, area Phone 264

LIKE MAGIC
Word
procnsIng, editing, research, re
stones, on-line searching, bibil.

INFORMATION

graphics.

quick reference 1 ’brae.

(en with MIS Call (408)732.7192
PAGEWISE

WORD

PROCESSING

4504

AND EDITING Have MA in Engfish. 5 yrs cap and a nauming o8.Session with doing 11 right, FREE

ENTERPRISE

CAMPUS PICKUP & DELIVERY
Students. ’scuff), writers, bust.

WORD PROCESSING
Thesis specialists Also arm papers, manuscripts, screenplays
resumes, repetitive tellers, Iranscription Free SPEI CHEK copy
edit disc slorsge Chick lum-

name prof’. Flip dwltlt ESL writers RIK rewrite too Gel Page
Wise, (408)732-4645

246

AAAAAA HHHI It. back egelne This
year, call a typist who is experienced In ALL bonnets Including
APA(NURSING DEPT) for ALL

EVERGREEN
NOR DPROC SSiNG
and typing services On campus
pickup del letter goal Term pa

your typing needs I THESES)
Ceti Linda the Write Type, 7231714 San Jose OAM-10PM, Mem

en:NOW

Santa

Clara

Call

5825

perogroup projects. theses. resumes, letters. etc AP. ML A Tu
replan formats CNN guar (25
Y. NO (Call Roe 14001274-3664
(Nave rnesisege)
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
wedemic.busineN.legal
procening needs

word
Term papers

reports, resurnecieetters group
propels manuals.tneses. etc I el

Sal p-u del twice daily
WORD

PROCESSING. papers, re.
!tomes. manuscripts, tone letters
Experienced professional
Free
SPELLING CHECK, disk storage
Cell 99148821

WORD PROCESSING. -FAST. murete rehab. Call Mary 244-3540
or 1 Inds 725-6739
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Print Your Ad Here
(countalv,,,,,,nately JO letters .1111) .,
Ad Rates
Each

One

Iwo

Three

Days

Days

Four
Days

Days

Day

$4 80

$5 25

$550

$5 75

S1 00

$570

$6

$660

Si 15

Five

Extra

4 Lines

Day
$390
$480

15

$640

. 5 Lines

$5 70

$6 60

$7 00

$730

$7 50

Si .10

I 6 Lines

$655

$750

$790

$8 10

$8 40

$1 45

I 3 Lines

CAD-101.1C NEWMAN COMMUNITY
MASS on Sunday evenings et
6 30 & UM PM, Campus Chrletion
Canter, 10th II San Carlos For
mom into about other activities
call Father Bob Lager or Sister
Judy Ryon at 756-0204
CI INICUnwantortl
hair nOTIOVed permanently Conn.
elentlal by appointment only, 247

I
I
I
I
Print Name__

I
I

Semester Rates (All Issues)
10-14 lines
5-9t ines $5000
15 Pius Lines $9000

I

$7000
Address

_

I

Phone 924-3277

I

I

City 8

I

I
Enclosed is S

I

)ays

I

7466, 335 S Eleywood Ave. San

Circles Classification

on

SEND CHECK

EXAM Ell ES fro, Professors through.
out the USA Nom problems tv
tions Available for

Engineering

I

Announcements

Help Wanted

Automotive

Housing

Services

Travel

For Sale

Lost 8 Found

Stereo

Typing

Personals

MONEY ORDER

Classified Desk Located Inside DBH208

OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY

and Organic Cnemiatry, Phystca
6 more 70 different books avail-

I

able al Spartan ISks (downstairs)

II.,._
\I MIIMMIIMMIMMENINNINNIMIIMMIIIN

11
I

CLASSIFIEDS

San Jose State University

courses. Eli, Calculus. General

& Roberts Bookstore

A
I
I

Minimum three lines on one day

I

the professors own detailed solo

996-4526
TELE

Fleas rates. 7 min frm campus nr
200 660 To ensure yr papers

TOURS. (415) 948-2160, and ask
about the Contiki specials Also
available. Europe nest summer.
Greet Trips, Super prices’

Each Additional Line Add $ 90

EL ECTROI YSIS

Jose

winter brook so coil AUSTRAL IA NEW ZEALAND DOWN UNDER

ble lee* Cell Dee et 291.7029

BENEFIT FROM A PROFESSIONAL

RETAIL SALES PT quality persons,
gourmet foods.glfts Apply ATTAS velMy Fee Melt 9114.1645

necesaery

EDITING
PROOFREADING
RESEARCH quality work Reasona-

Firnhaber at 296-0204
WITH TERI ADAMS as

land, Or 97202
PART TIME PRE SCHOOL leacher’
Hobbit Day Nursery, 571 N 3rd St
24PM, pays $61w Must hare ECE

pan time for
Campbell mini-lab. Photo proc

SO 2561 Call 441.3953

THE ROYAL COURTS Athletic Club Is
now accepting applications 101 11,

Mtn Mike ,1275 Piedmont Rd.SJ

MAINTENANCE ASSISTANT positions
needed In Student Union. 15-20

Personable.

job to fit into your busy lifestyle.
For
Immediate
consideration,
glve us a collar 266-6832 FOE

GEN KITCHEN Tuition reimburse
mein analL SS hr Apply in person

Northern California Nannies, 175
San Antonio Rd. I os Altos. Ca
94022 (415) 9491933, (415) 949-

sharp & dependable. with good
phone manner 6 typing skills
ENNIO. tiptoe. $600 an hour to
start Call John at 993-0211 Or en

partment, with a salary of $9 hr
plus bonuses’ 11 you are expert.
*need or not. we heve the perfect

SI by 10th Street. San Jose, Ca
95113

whIronment Contact Paul Schal
eel Any Mountain Ltd .255-6162

CLERICAL PART-TIME

utes from SJSU For the hardcore
telemarketers. we have 2 open.
ings in our sdverlisIng sales de-

’Wordword job Min $7.50 per 10
per day May be 15 per per day
For 408 923-8383 or
298-6535
Mann Ent 436 E San Fernando

CHILDCARE POSITIONS AVAILABLE.
$5 to $e hr PT FT positions

2933

bonuses. contests, vacations & a
professional envlronrnent 5 min-

FOR

IDEAL HOURS GUARANTEED $61hr
Make up to $11 hr plus BO-

ATHLETES

contact SUBAK
(408)293.9405

wetly* Education Dept, located In
Building 0, and aubent resume

paid by company Apply 1634 S
7th St.. GI Trucking

COMPUTERS

to make difference In peoples
fives We offer full or pert lima per
sitqns Extremely flexible schedules, advancement opportunities.
S425 to $125, or commission,

Pon’ proiects that need completion. In addition lo the experience,
we’ll NI you $10 an hour If your
intereefed. walk over to the Coop-

San Jose, California 95192
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Polling organizations keep results secret
NEW YORK ( AP)
Two of the nation’s busiest
pollingorgam/ations base worked in near secrecy
this election ..at hau estmg timmon, analyrnig
carefully shielding it trom prying eyes They. are not
out to make nests
They are out to w in the White House.
"We do states We do the Elation We interpret the
data and vie make recommendations on the basis of
it.- said kw iii"Tubby" Hamson, pollster for the
DukAis campaign "There is a high ley el of interest
"Were doing the 1,hious things a few national
polls, a lot of states% ide polls." said Robert Teeter.
his counterpart in the Bush campaign "Quite a lot oh

Disc
/
ptree /
Cohen plans to give a copy of the
its, to all 19 California State Unier sit y campuses In addition, two
ommunity odic ge, have requested
-1-seryone who’s seen it is very
ated about it. Cohen said.
Currently the disc is being released to other schools as part of a
test to determine whether it’s an elleitise teaching method.
Cohen sells each disc for $350,
hich goes to pay for equipment and
production costs
Students v.:lilting to view the disc
can find copies at the IRC in Dudley
Moorhead Hall or dt the Clark I a
Mary media centei

Bush describes
savings plan
for middle class
\k \ SH1NGTON (API -- George
Bush um cried a modest savings plan
aimed .it assisting average Americans as the Republican nominee
sought to stein criticism that his interests lie only with the rich. Democrat Michael Dukakis ridiculed the
proposal for its limited financial bench!. tor the middle class.
I- he s ice pi esident, campaigning
in the Midwest on Tuesdas Intro
thiced
"indo. idual sirs ings
nt" plan as an opportunity Iii
- and middle -income sayers to
put :ivy ay up to $1SXX) a year and
defer in trig taxes on the interest.
Bush said the system would help
Amens airis he "better able to afford
a home. pay for college, OE start a
business
But Dukakis. calculating that the
plan would pros ide a mere $20 a
year to the taxpayer, questioned
whether his GOP opponent was offering a serious solution to the ecomimic crunch facing the middle
class.
"Twenty bucks a year
that’s
Mr. Bush’s solution for average
Americans." Dukakis told an audience in the Chicago suburb of Melrose Park.
Bush NAs planniiir to address
some of the nation’s ’is crap: citizens
as he monk a 15(1 nide bus tour of
rural Illinois is ith stops at the Play
Pin coffee shop in El Paso, a Del
\ tome processing plant in Mondota
and a farm progress show in West
ii;.,okIS ii

Quake victims
find recovery hard

statewide polls. ... It all depends on what the current
problem is...
The problem is not lack of effort. Each of these
men has more than 100 interviewers working the
phones esery day, more added for special projects.
Each has a hefty budget and a keenly interested, if
iy ate. audience
Neither likes to discuss Ins results publicly But
the effect of then woik can he seen every day .lit
uuiany 1/1.a),N. polls are setting the agenda in the campaign for the president y
"Polling is a major part of the campaign decision.
making apparatus. said pollster Peter Hart. head of
Walter Mondale., polling operation in 19144.

Values
Front page I
Ii’. es. and it usually supercedes having ielationships
"Vs e ideally slk Ala to he free to
choose who to like or lose." Ha
the same time. we
said. "But
want their blessing. I. myself. chose
to obey 110 NIcniis since they haye
more expo iciice \iid, as they tell
us, to plds ith lose still effect your
education and future
NetiA en said she doesn’t hd s
time hi think about a scl

Treaty says Noriega part of Panama deal
this venni’ s
unsealed Wednesday in the case ot
Panama’s military ruler Gen. Man
uel Antonio Noriega charge that his
indictment on drug charges was part
of a scheme to renegotiate the Pan
ama Canal Ireaty
That treaty . signed during the Carter administration. turns over control
of the canal to Panama at the end of

The b5 -page motion requesting
dismissal of the indictment accuses
the goy eminent ot selective prosecution. and questions its authority to
indict the head of a so% creign nation.

yeler at the request of prosecutors.
At the time. Chief Deputy U.S.
Attorney Richard Gregorie said he
feared the motions might contain intairmation that could he used to influence the U.S presidential election.

The document. dated Sept. 14,
had initially been ordered sealed by
U.S. District Judge William Hoe

Noriega has claimed previously he
has information that would hurt
George Bush’s electoral chances.

How to run your
own show

retail/W.411p
LIIM’t think of having a husband take care of use because we
should both have equal standing to
take care of the burden." she said.
"I has e to think about myself. the
future and es L1 thing else first before I become involved III A serious
relationship. I don’t want ii know
someone for just three days and
Mars it...
I is mg in this country makes dating OK. I cc said "But it’s not a
game ot lust for fun lot Is It’s a re-
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The America’, F
Card can plat A stamng role
s irtualli uiesst It:re iti shop, from litIsa to Thailand
Aliedier mu re hujing al\ oral -shirt So during college
mid after, its the perfect was to pm or iust ahout
esenthingsoullwant

YO(lk TERM PAPER IS DUE’

fioW to get the Card now.
College is the hrst sign of success Anil because we hel e
nijour potential. use ve made it easier to gel the Amenc,,,,
Exprew Card right 11111 Aliether jou Cr a freshman, usor grad studoit. look into our new automatic appno !
offers for details, pick up All application on campus
call 1-800-111E-(ARD and ask for a studeitt applicatio
The American Express Card.
Don’t leave School Without It

411=11P

WHEN ITS TERM PAPER TIME
COMPUTEP WEPX CAN HELP.
MICROSOFT DAY ON SEPT. 30
TERM PAPER SPECIALS
Li Disk Holders
II Mouse Pads
II 3.5 Floppy Disk (Sony)
5.25 Floppy Disk (JVC)
II Box of Computer Paper

5% DISCOUNT
TO SJSU
STUDENTS

$5.99
$5.99
$19 . 99
$1 9.99
$1 2.5 0

SALES
SERVICE
SUPPORT

MAC HARD DRIVES
APPLE CRATE
20 MEG 40 MEG 6() MEG -

$560.00
$770.00
$839.00

2 YEAR WARRANTY
CABLES St SOFTWARE

COMPUTER WERX
DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE

95 S. MARKET
CALL: 297- WER X

1
ElTRANI
RELATED
ILERoCES

Are you big enough for an Elephant?

1111 IIIK I.\ Pi
A se.ii alto
the blunt ot a v ii lent earthquake hit
this quiet Los Angeles suburb, vacant lots gape, shops remain hoarded
up and homes are still undergoing repairs
Business operators and homeowners complain about the difficulty of
getting loans to rebuild. and at the
same time. earthquake I pairs have
generated business for sonic while
others are waiting for customers to
come back.
The quake struck at 7:42 a.m. 011
I. 1987. unleashed by a fault
lurking 46010 feet beneath Whittier
Ndrrows.a flood control area where
the Rio Hondo and San Gabriel
River temporarily converge in eastciii Ills Angeles County
Measuring 5.9 on the Richter
scale. the shock spread damage
north into the San Gabriel Valley
and west into Los Angeles.
But the greatest concentration of
destruction was to the south in the
quaint Uptown business district of
Whittier. former President Richard
Nixon’s boyhood home, and sur
rounding neighborhoods.
Brick stores collapsed. windows
showered sidewalks and roots fell
in. Walls split. street lights and merchandise crashed to the ground.
The tremor and a 5.1 -magnitude
aftershock on Oct. 4 took only se,
onds to cause $35K million in dam
age throughout metropolitan Los
Angeles. cause eight deaths and
about 200 injuries.
There were no deaths and few injuries among Whittier’s 71,000 residents, hut damage was severe
enough to ensure that recovery will
be a long process.
"It’s going to take an estimated
10 to 20 years before the majority ot
the areas are rebuilt," said Sorm
ity emergency sem
Morkus.
coordinator and director of pers..
nel.
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